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Honor Council imposes first permanent explusion
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A James Madison University junior was permanently expelled from the university because of a
mid-semester honor code violation, according to the
Honor Council president here.
This is the first time this year that a student has
been permanently expelled by the Honor Council,
according to Barry DuVal.
DuVal would not release the student's name but
said that the student previously had been suspended
for one semester due to an earlier honor violation.
The student returned to JMU this semester when the
second infraction occurred.
Acording to DuVall, the fact that it was the
student's second violation led the Honor Council to
rule for permanent disbarment. He would not comment on the nature of the infraction, but noted that a
graduate assistant here reported the infraction.

The convicted student will be allowed to complete
the present semester and will receive a withdrawal
grade for the class in which the violation occurred.
THE CASE was brought to trial and Concluded
within two weeks. DuVal said, adding that the student
took the witness stand during the trial to speak in his
own defense.
"We try to protect the accused student by giving
him time to prepare a case." DuVal said, noting that
the Honor Council trial system is "more expedient
than the real world court system."
The trial and the deliberations for punishment
lasted about three hours, according to DuVal. who
said that this amount of time was average for an
Honor Council hearing.
Seven of nine council votes are required for conviction.

Although more than eight infractions have been
reported, the Honor Council has dealt with only eight
cases this semester. Duval said, explaining that the
informing students later decided not to press
charges.
Of the eight accused students: three were
acquitted; two were found guilty: one admitted his
guilt and accepted a semester suspension as punishment: and two cases are still pending.
The second student found guilty was also
suspended for one semester.
"Cheating is being reported and the honor system
is dealing with it." DuVal said, adding that the Honor
Council is the "sacred cow" of the administration.
The Honor Council was started here in 1910 and was
put under control of the Student Government
Association in 1915. In 1946 it was established as a
separate commission.
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By CINDY ELMORE
A "lack of input" from female students is hindering efforts to
determine the feasibility and plans for birth control services at
the Health Center here, according to Dr. Harold McGee, vice
president for student affairs.
"We have yet to hear any recommendations from students or
individuals of the general population here," McGee said, adding
that most calls for the program have been by groups, such as the
Student Government Association Senate or Commuter Student
Committee.
He added that the proposal is still under study.
Although April SGA election referendum results overwhelmingly supported birth control services at James Madison
University's Health Center, McGee noted that because the
referendum was not tallied according to the respondents' sex,
more information by individual female students is needed.
"We need to develop some process for expanding the information by the (Health Center) advisory committee. We also
need recommendations by the physicians involved," he added
Attending gynecologist Dr. Walter Zirkle said although he
knows of no present plans being discussed for birth control services, he "has no objections to putting them there."

Frat looks
for alleged
attacker

THE THREE-quarters moon, lined up with the
Wilson Hall tower weathervane, creates a

No. 52

Birth control
effort hindered

The Search

By DONNA SIZEMORE
Kappa Sigma fraternity
is joining in the search for
an attacker who has
allegedly made several
assaults on the James
Madison University
campus in recent weeks.
According
to
Fred
Hilton, assistant to the vice
president of university
relations, there are no
suspects in the four
assaults that have recently
occurred involving JMU
women.
Rumors of recent attacks
in Godwin Hall and other
areas on campus sparked
the fraternity's interest.
"We got tired of hearing
about it." said Kappa
Sigma
member
Jim
Windsor.
"We
heard
rumors of 10 attacks in 10
days." About 16 Kappa
Sigma members patrolled
the campus Wednesday
night.
Windsor
said
the
fraternity organized the
search to provide a service^
to
the
students.
"Everybody is scared. We
(Continued on Page 15)
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"I HAD PLANNED on talking to Dr. Carrier about it this
summer." Zirkle said. "But I'm sure one won't be started this
school year."
University President Ronald Carrier said last week that the
final decision regarding the service is up to Health Center
physicians. Zirkle said he had not beard of Carrier's apprpval.
"As far as I'm concerned, I have no problems with birth control
in the infirmary. But there is a problem with the personnel we
have over there. But I think this could be solved one way or
another," he added.
Both Zirkle and McGee noted that another gynecologist
probably would have to be hired.
Currently the Health Center employs four part-time
gynecologists, who work alternate days, generally remaining in
the center that day for as long as their services are needed All
four gynecologists also share private practice offices at 1041 S.
Main St. in Harrisonburg.
McGee sa id he is looking into birth control programs already in
use at other
universities. For example, he
said, at Virginia Tech's
Student Health Services, three
physicians were used last
year for 665 students' birth
control examinations and
—The JMU men's rugby
prescriptions. He added that
club la more than content
most other universities with
to remain at its present
the service provide an
dab sUtas. See Sports.
"educational component" to
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"WE STILL have to develop
a workable plan," McGee
said. "But the final decision is
medical."
He added that prospective
costs have not yet been
, ^Continued on Paje 8) '

—From the htkewaras
concert ' scene to the
massive number of plays,
nod entertainment hasi|
been • vailaMe at JMU. Far
Folio yearly wrap**, see
pages 12-W.

IFC and Panhellenic budgets JMU coed injured
vetoed by Executive Council in running mishap

By CHRIS WARD
Greek funding suffered a
controversial setback
Tuesday as both the In
terfraternity
and
the
Panhellenic Councils' budgets
were vetoed by the Student
Government
Association
Executive Council.
The Executive Council
rejected both budgets by a 3-2
margin Tuesday, but accepted
the budgets of the University
Program
Board.
The
Bluestone. The Breeze and the
Commuter Student Committee.
The IFC budget request was
$665 while
Panhellenic s
budget request had been $765
Budgets of the Interhall
Council. Honor Council and
SGA operating and contingency accounts also were
refused.
SGA
President
Ckjjck
Cunningham. Treasurer Bill
Sulik and Secretary Gail
LeRoy voted against the
Greek budgets while both vice
presidents. Steve Snead and
Mark Davison voted in favor
of them.
Cunningham, a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity,
said he was against funding
the Greek organizations
because he said they are not
representative groups.
"Although I am a Greek, I
think it is unfair and unjust for
the rest of the students to
subsidize such a small
'group," he said.
"You're giving special
preference to a select few,"

Cunningham added. "You
might as well open it up to the
(Black Student Alliance) and
other groups."

CUNNINGHAM
ALSO
accused the administration of
"shoving a lot of the Greek
funding onto the SGA." but did
not elaborate on this claim
Administrative VicePresident Steve Snead. a
member of Theta Chi
fraternity, became angry with
ine council after the IFC vote.
When Cunningham asked for
comments on the Panhellenic
budget. Snead at first said
only. "I doubt it would do any
good."
But he added that "the
mission of this school is to
enlarge the Greek system on
campus T» inwove it you
have to give them the funds"
The
interhall
Council
budget, which showed more
than a 600 percent increase
over
last
year's
ap-^
propriation. was rejected by
the
council
apparently
because of the Winter
Celebration dance the group
wished to sponsor.
"It is not a governing body
organization's responsibility
to program social events,"
Cunningham noted.
But
Mark
Davison,
legislative
vice-president,
claimed that the dance was a
success and therefore the
group warranted the funds.
About 400 persons attended
the December dance last
year.

"Since the UPB didn't
exactly jump on the project,
the IHC did and did a fine
job." Davison said.
THE
HONOR
Council
budget rejection apparently is
not much more than a for- •
mality. During the March
budget hearings, the SGA
finance committee cut some
$2,486 from the Honor Council
budget that was earmarked
for undergraduate scholarships
Until now. the cost of Honor
Council undergraduate
scholarships have been split
between the SGA and the
Office of Student Affairs.
However, an administrative
decision changed the policy so
that
all
undergraduate
scholarships must co~ie from
SGA funds. The budget apparently was rejected only to
make the transition of funds to"*
the SGA.
Also rejected were the SGA
operating and contingency
accounts. Treasurer Bill Sulik
said the veto of these budgets
became necessary as a result
of the other budgets being
rejected. Any changes in those
budgets also would affect the
contingency and operating
accounts, he said.
An Executive Council veto
on any budget should require
another Senate meeting.
However,
some
council
members noted that a
meeting may not occur before
the academic year ends.
Executive Council members
said they are not certain what

By CINDY ELMORE
A James Madison University woman was struck by a car
driven by another JMU female student early Tuesday
evening.
•Patti Hamburg. 21. of Boonesburo. Md,. was struck from
behind about 5:30 p.m. while jogging with her roommate
north on Cantrell Avenue near Mountainview Drive.
Hamburg's condition is stable, according to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital nurses. She was treated by a Harrisonburg Rescue Squad unit within minutes after the accident,
which threw her across a guard rail alongside Cantrell, said
Rescue Squad official Vince Hawkins.
According to Hawkins. Hamburg suffered a broken fibula,
massive skin injuries on her lower left leg and a cut on the
head.
NANCY J. Harmon, 21. of 9803 Ward Court in Fairfax has
been charged by Harrisonburg police with reckless driving.
_ Harmon was traveling north on Cantrell in a 1981 Toyota,
which received $150 in damage to its right front side, according to Lt. D.D. Turner of Harrisonburg Police.
Turner said Harmon apparently noticed a spider on the
inside of her left door jamb, tried to swat the spider out of the
vehicle, lost control and hit Hamburg.
Maria Grosz. who was jogging with Hamburg before the
accident said. "We were talking and the next tiling I knew
she was flying and went over the guard rail."
Grosz said both women were not running in the road, but
were at the edge of the gravel adjacent to Cantrell.
"I always see the accident still happening." Grosz said.
"You gooff in a daze and still think of it."

would happen with the vetoed
budgets if they are not approved this year.
But there has been some
speculation that any group
whose budget was vetoed by
the Executive Council would
receive the amount of last
year's appropriation.

This would mean that the
IFC and Panhellenic would
not receive funding since both
were not budgeted last year.
Sulik said that the Special
Advisory
Committee
on
Student Fees probably will
meet sometime next week to
decide what to do with the
rejected budgets.

Controversy beget* productivity

Cunningham at odds with senate, himself

By CHRI8 WARD
Although his term as president has been shrouded
in controversy. Chuck Cunningham believes that this
year has been one of the most productive for the
Student Government Association.
Citing the rescission of the current university
policy requiring physicals every two years, the escort
service, extension of Duke's Grill hours, student
leader workshops and the notary public as examples
of what has been accomplished under his administration. Cunningham said the SGA has been
more productive this year than last.

far behind was the senate in revising its constitution
that a senator proposed that the first duty of the SGA
each year should be the printing and distribution of
its own constitution.
"Meetings were wasted in the senate this year,"
Cunningham said. "But there's noway I can control
the senate. They won't listen to experience and
knowledge."
BUT, OF the 100 or so projects that Cunningham set
out to continue or accomplish this year, he estimates
about 50 have been accomplished.

Commentary
But just as much controversy as production has
followed this student government administration.
Participation in rallies, unsolicited letters falsely
stating representation of the entire student body and
charges of tampering with its own constitution have
been as much a part of the productivity of the administration as the above examples.
A major thorn in Cunningham's efforts to produce
has been the senate.
The adversary roles played by Cunningham and
the senate have served to keep each on their
respective toes. That relationship may be goodmuch has been accomplished. But it seems both have
wasted a good deal of time watching each other. And
that is bad.
ACCORDING TO Cunningham, most of the senate
committees have been inactive. The majority of the
proposals considered by the senate have originated in
the Executive Council, or more specifically by
Cunningham himself. Time and again during senate
meetings Cunningham had to help senators read his
own proposals.
Moreover, the senate has been bogged down in its
own "personalities and politics" as Cunningham
terms them, and it has given the student government
;K
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SGA't Cunningham: "If yon don't stand for
something, you'll fall for anything."
a very bad reputation.
Press coverage this year has centered on the internal conflicts.
But when any organization spends one meeting
after another questioning the conduct of its members
while its committees remain almost idle, press
coverage is bound to focus on those conflicts. One
especially clear example is the SGA constution which
was only passed by the Executive Council April 26. So

One project he is especially proud of is the repeal of
the university physicals policy which, until now,
required student physicals every two years. Last fall,
the registration packets of some 800 students, Cunningham's among them, were held back because the
students did not get physicals. The new policy will
require physicals of only freshmen and transfers.
"Contrary to what the editorial page of The Breeze
says that the SGA never gets anything done, this was
accomplished principally due to our work." Cunningham noted recently.
The list also includes: the birth control referendum, an energy conservation program, the typing
room, the underprivileged youth program, SGA
brochures, the Bluestone Publications Board, a
preliminary study into cable TV feasibility, tax
exempt status for the SGA, a free notary public
service as well as ice skating on the tennis courts
which will be allowed next year and other projects.
"Last year being in the executive council was a
confidential affair. You did your own thing and that's
it" he commented.
BUT THERE has been an atmosphere of
cooperation and enthusiasm between the Executive
Council members this year. This appears to be due to
Cunningham's administrative and communication
skills.
• (Continued on Page 9)
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News Analysis

Growth, crime
and violations
top headlines
By DONNA SIZEMORE
. Several significant news events, decisions and
trends marked the 1980-81 academic year at James
Madison University Some were one-time occurrences, but most represented news that will,
continue to alter and expand after this year has ended.
-Enrollment growths at JMU in the face of
declining increases in state funds resulted in overcrowding for both students and faculty. Enrollment
limits were placed in Communication Arts and the
School of Business and transfers into these majors
were denied admittance in January.
- -Education-the field" upon whTcFthis institution
earned its first recognition, experienced its greatest
hardship yet when the State Council for Higher
Education in Virginia voted to cease funding for
Anthony-Seeger Campus School, a laboratory facilityJ
used by students.
—The first reported assaults on campus were made
known to students, as violence seeped into the
Harnsonburg community. Four assaults to JMU
students have, been reported in the past two weeks
and campus police believe the same man may be
involved in all incidents.
-Due to an error in the housing system, a
suspended student was allowed to remain in a
university dormitory until she gave birth to a babv
girl m Shorts Hall last December. Kimberly Ellison
faces an attempted murder charge in June, the first
case °* tnis type to occur on campus.

Overcrowding
HOUSING
James Madison University will
decide this summer whether a
housing lottery system is feasible for
next year.
According to Lin Rose, director of
residence halls and commuting
student services, his office will
evaluate the current housing situation
after freshman deposits are received
in May.
Rose said that if a lottery is used
next year, only about 100 juniors and
seniors will be affected. The.
university would work with these
students in acquiring housing, Rose
noted. Freshmen and sophomores
would be guaranteed housing in the
lottery.
Rose said that his office will make a
report to the Committee on Student
Services next fall and probably will
"recommend some modificaton of the
current system."
Currently, on-campus housing
spaces are assigned to upperclassmen
on a first-come first-served basis with
seniors given first priority. Lack of
housing space this year resulted in
freshmen living in Howard Johnson's
,% and Belle Meade Motels. The
university is planning to house freshman at Howard Johnson's again next
year.

CLASSES
Freshman will be allowed to change
their major to business, in a change of
policy implemented r earlier this
semester.
According to William Hanlon, dean
of the School of Business, juniors and
seniors also will be allowed to change
their major to business, if they
demonstrate an interest in the field.
Evidence of interest would be noted
in students coursework, Hanlon noted.

James
University
NEXT RIGHT
• -B,.R™ CONTROL was a highly controversial
issue throughout the year, as Student Government
Association members and editors of The Breeze
JKfJilT1?^™ se™ices t0 »* Provided at
Uie Health Center. An SGA election referendum in
Apn showed that student response to the possible
services was favorable.
v*^»»e
-Asbestos was found in 14 campus buildings, and
university officials agreed to have it removed, after
they had known of its potential health hazards for
more than a year.
t^SSi EH? 1°tified in ^P^ber that it was
violating federal government standards regarding
facilities for the nana'icappea. unveraity~idministrators are attempting to meet the Office of
Civil Rights' requirements. Some $10 million in
federal aid is at stake.
—The SGA began being in the news as early as the
first week, when President Chuck Cunningham took
part in an illegal university protest against Chip
Carters visit to campus. Cunningham, along with
other members of the Young Americans for
Freedom, failed to register their demonstration with
the Student Activities office, thus violating handbook

policy.

-GREEKS WERE allowed to hold their traditional
Beginnings celebration, after an adminstrative ban
on the party the previous year. The groups have been
offered the opportunity to relocate their houses
across Interstate 81 in the future. Although the SGA
Senate voted to give front-end budgeting to the Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic Council, SGA
Executive Council members defeated these budgets
3-2 Tuesday.
~
—Black student leaders continued to voice their
opposition to what they term discriminatory policies
at JMU. Although black enrollment has increased,
only about two percent of the student body is of
minority status. A chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
was established here this year.
Following is an update of the top news-makers of
JMU 1980-81:

adding that he is personally signing
Local schools could also be used as
all business change of major forms.
key training sights Roberson said,
The policy of allowing only business
adding that student teachers could be
majors and students who need
hired as adjunct faculty.
business course for major fulfillment
Roberson said that a professional
to preregister for 300-400 level courses
semester of training may be
will remain in effect, he said.
established for prospective teachers,
"People who want to change their
in addition to a semester of student
major can show me almost inevitably
teaching. The professional semester
that they had intended on doing so but
would involve observations and
just hadn't gotten around to it,"
practicums during one block, prior to
Hanlon said.
student teachin,,, he said.
During the summer, the School of •
Roberson stressed that no decisions
Business will develop a set of
have been made for the new programs
procedures for admitting students
and added that no decision has been
into the school after the first semester • made as to the use of the Anthonyof their sophomore year, he said.
Seeger building. "We're hoping to
take advantage of the change,"
Roberson concluded, adding that
perhaps the program can be improved.

Campus School

A committee has been established
to study alternative programs for
teacher education due to the closing of
Anthony-Seeger Campus School.
According to Julius Roberson, dean
of the School of Education and Human
Services, the committee will spend
the summer studying tnft feasibility of
other programs and will make
recommendations in October

Anthony-Seeger will close at the end
of the 1981-S2 academic year. Tbe
State Council for Higher Education of
Virginia determined last October to
cease funding for all state laboratory
schools.
, Roberson said that one possibility
under consideration is the use of video
tape simulations. With this process
students would be taped in the
classroom for education majors to
observe at a later date.

Baby
Five months after Kimberly Ellison
was discovered to be illegally residing
in university housing, administrators
are claiming that the problem was
unavoidable.
Lin Rose, director of residence halls
at James Madison University, said h*
does not know If Ellison was billed for
the three months she lived at the
university.
Ellison was discovered only after
she gave birth to a baby in the Shorts
Hall and alledgedly placed the infant
in a trash bag. She faces an attempted
murder charge in June.
The student received an academic .
suspension in May i960, but because
she appealed the decision she was
allowed to sign up for campus
housing. The housing contract was
contingent upon a favorable outcome
of her academic hearing.
Her appeal was denied, Rose said,
adding that officials do not expect
students to return to school after they
have been suspended However, in
order to give students fair treatment,
the system must be designed this way,
he said.

Rose added that in order to detect
Ellison's presence, university officials would have had to compare a
list of registered students with a list of
those residing in housing.
This process would be too time
consuming, he noted. Rose called
Elluwn's case an "isolated incident.
It> just a matter of timing," he said

Asbestos
An architect has been hired to
formulate plans for asbestos removal
from five of the 14 campus structures
that contain the carcinogenic substance.
According to Fred Hilton, assistant
to the vice president of university
relations, Basco Associates of York,
Pa., has sent preliminary drawings to
the Department of Engineering in
Richmond for state approval.
. At present, only five buildings,
Duke Fine Arts Center, Gibbon's
Dining Hall and Garber, Harrison,
and Godwin Halls will be contracted
due to a lack of funds, Hilton said
adding that these buildings contain
the highest asbestos levels.

Hilton said it will cost the university
$200,000^275,000 to remove asbestos
from these five buildings. He stressed
, that while JMU eventually will
remove the substance from all 14
buildings, the contract that is
awarded in May only will be for five
buildings.
(Continued on Page 5)
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New fraternity offers different lifestyles
V.
By TIM PARRISII
"There were an awful lot of
guys who didn't fit in with
other fraternities But by
starting a new one they could
have some input into the kind
of fraternity they wanted it to
be."
This is the opinion of one
Lambda Chi Alpha member.
Chip Cramer, and represents
what
James
Madison
University's newest fraternity
hopes it offers
Although at the beginning of
this semester Lambda Chi
Alpha did ndt exist at JMU. it
now is one of the largest
fraternities on campus.
The JMU colony now 51
brothers, two of whom are
transfers from other colleges.
"That's a little better than
average for even established
fraternities." said David
Moore, a Greek Affairs
coordinator.
LAMBDA CHI received
about 200 responses to a form
letter sent to most JMU male
students at the beginning of
the semester. Duane Cretin,
the director of expansion for
the national of ice. interviewed
100 of them, asked 50 to join,

and appointed officers.
Associate members were
initiated April 4 by the
University . of Richmond
chapter. The JMU chapter
must remain a colony for at
least one year
Lambda Chi is a member of
JMU's Interfraternity
Council
According to president Winn
Davis, the fraternity's goal is
"Primarily
to
become
established. Establish who we
are. what we stand for. We
don't want to be stereotyped."
Cramer said since he
believed the Harrisonburg
community had a "negative
impression of fraternities,"
Lambda Chi would try to offer
community social services
such as fund raisers for
Rockingham Memorial
Hospital. Last month Lambda
Chi participated in the March
of Dimes Walkathon and
raised more money than any
other Greek group.
Davis said a house search
committee has been formed,
and Charles Koogler, another
member, added that two real
estate agents were assisting
the fraternity.

4

BILL COREY, also a Greek
affairs coordinator, said
Lambda ('his growth was due
to good organization. Moore
praised Davis as "real gung
ho. The kind of guy you need
early, somebody who'll get
things done."
Davis added that Lambda
Chi was the first to include in
its national laws a prohibition

of mental and physical hazing
of pledges.
Koogler added that Lambda
Chi does not use the pledge
system that most other
fraternities do. Instead, the
group uses an associate
member system, giving these
prospective members
the same rights as brothers,
except for voting privileges.
According to Corey. "A lot

of national organizations view
JMU as a desirable place to
colonize "
Moore speculated that the
administration would consider accepting a new colony
next spring. Pointing to the
plans for expanded Greek
housing he said JMU was
committed to developing a
larger Greek system.
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Movie problems blamed on human error
By LAURA MOL'NIK

Human error is responsible
for the mechanical problems
of movies shown at Graftontovall Theatre, according to
erry
Weaver
assistant
rector, of programming
re.
Film breaking.curtains not
opening, lights staying on
'during the film, and inaudible
sound are common characteristics of an on-campus
movie at James Madison
University.
The mechanical problems
at the theatre are caused by
the people who are not supposed to be around the
equipment such as a class or
theatre group, according to
Weaver.
"The equipment is simple to
run. but if it gets out of sync,
you have to take the time to let
everything go through the
cycle," WeaVer said. All of the
mechanical equipment is on
one electrical system, and if
one part breaks down, they all
do. he added.
"The cycles only take 30

seconds at the longest, it just
seems longer to a lot of
people." added Weaver

There are three "panic
buttons" in the projection
room and backstage at

Grafton-Stovall. When any
button is pushed all the lights
come on for emergencies.

"People just cannot resist
pushing these buttons to see
what it does," Weaver said,

wheelchair ramp. Bathrooms
in the Health Center have also
been made accessible to
handicapped students. Mundy
noted.
According to Mundy. JMU
must make two reports to
OCR. one in September and
another in July. These reports
are designed to assure that
JMU is keeping the timetable
it has established for compliance, Mundy said.
OCR visited JMU last June
and cited 21 violations of
Section 504 which requires
that "every institution of
higher learning that receives
federal funding make their
programs accesible to the
handicapped."
Mundy said that other
projects are on schedule.

"The utlimate goal of JMU is
to make programs safe and
accesible." Mundy noted,
adding that JMU never could
comply fully with OCR
regulations
unless more
money is made available,
Mundy said that when JMU
was cited for violations, the
university had only $17,000 of
its $217,000 remaining in the
budget designated for this
purpose.
JMU will ask the state for
$618,000 in the next biennium,
Mundy said.

* News
(Continued from Page 23)
University administrators
have known about the
hazardous levels for more
than a year.
Hilton said that tentative'
plans call for the university to
I advertise for a contractor in
early May and award the
contract shortly thereafter.
Work is expected to begin in
June. Hilton continued, and
university officials hope it will
be completed by August.
The time required to
complete asbestos removal on
campus will depend upon
funding, he noted.
The state will finance
removal from academic
buildings.
Hilton
said.
However, funding for removal

from other buildings must
come from university sources.

OCR
James Madison University's compliance is underway
with the Office of Civil Rights
(OCR) regulations regarding
facilities for handicapped
students.
According to Dr. John
Mundy. director of administrative affairs, several
projects already have been
completed. For example.
JMU has remedied all
violations in Godwin stadium,
he said. The university also
has completed all work in
Gibbon's Dining Hall, except
the installation of one

Ready to help
WW1,WW II, Korea,
Vietnam vets.
Red Cross: Reads for a new cenlur v
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IDOD DISTRIBUTING CO.
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8/16 1" *Dep.
Anne Page Pork & Beans
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Anne Page Pot Pies 8oz
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A&P frozen French Fries
9oz 3/lM
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Anne Page Chicken Noodle
Soup 4/1"
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99'
Smithfield Bacon
1"
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85Vlb
Holly Farm drum sticks 89'/lb
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Chicken of the Sea Tuna
oil or water 88
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Secretary of Army to deliver
1981 commencement address

L>Wo/ie ^Pitoducts
8 Sewices. $nc.
-

Renting the IBM Correcting
Selectric II Typewriters, by the week,
month or year.
Call MPS-A&M 434-0609
More Products 8B Services', Inc.
744N.MainSt.City
JOHN E ANDERSON
PRSaiOCNT

By KATHY MCLOUGHLIN
This year's graduation
speaker was recommended to
University President Ronald
Carrier by a campus committee here.
According to Dr. Fay
Reubush. dean of admissions
and records and chairperson
of
the
Commencement
Committee. Secretary of the
Army John O. Marsh. Jr. was
one of three speakers
recommended to Carrier to
consider for the May 9th
commencement address.
The committee, whose
members are appointed by
Carrier, invited suggestions
for speakers, listed the names
and forwarded them to the
president.
Reubush said the committee

WERNER'S PARTY PACKAGE STORE
WESTERN UNION
915 South High St.
434-6895
'-

* 1
■

FREE 10LB. BAG ICE ON CASE SPECIALS
Michelob Light Super Premium 2.59
Busch Premium Brews by Bud 1.89
Budweiser King of Beers Can 2.19
Wiedemann SpeciaTJBuy 1.49
RWB-Red-Wh'ite-Blue Party Pac 12/12 2.99
Mickey Malt Liquor 1.89
Moose Head Canadian Imported 3.29
20LB ICE FRESH CLEAR SOLID CUBES 1.49
FREE ICE KEG ROOM SPECIALS FREE ICE
Blue Ribbon Prem Party Keg 7 112 gaJT 12.95
Old Milwaukee Party keg 7 1/2 gaT 1595
Budweiser Party Keg 7 1/2 gal.~ 19.95
Busch Premium 15 gals. 28.95
Schiitz Malt Liquor- "The Bull" 28.95
Old Milwaukee Party Keg 15 gals. 25.95
Blue Ribbon Prem 15 gals. 23.95
Heineken Holland Import 54.95

recommended Marsh,
William F. Buckley. Jr. and
Carrier. However, she added.
"It's
the
president's
perogative to make the
choice."
According to
a
spokesperson
for
the
president, Marsh was the first
person Carrier contacted, and
he accepted the invitation. .
Student Government
Association President Chuck
Cunningham said he contacted Buckley's office but
said that due to scheduling
conflicts. Buckley was unable
to attend the ceremony here.

THE COMMENCEMENT
Committee "makes recommendations to the president
on any matters concerning
commencement," according
to Reubush. The committee is
comprised of the four
university vice presidents, the
dean of the graduate school,
the director of records, the

Milestone yearbook
distributed to students
By ANN RICHARDSON
The 1981 edition of The
Bluestone "yearbook will be
distributed to students free of
charge in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre until today.
The cost for this year's
publication totaled $65,294 for
the 5,500 printed copies, according to Editor David
Haycox. Haycox explained
that The Bluestone received
financial support from two
major areas.
From student activities
fees. The Bluestone received a
$44,039 allocation last year
through the Student Government
Association.
The
remaining
$21,255
in
recoveries were contributed
by
patrons,
campus

..„_.-

organizations and students for
class pictures, he explained.
A new addition in this year's
publication includes the individual faculty spotlights,
focusing on the instructors'
interests and hobbies, rather
than have faculty group
pictures taken. "We decided
to go for something more
personal this year," said
Haycox.
Next year, The Bluestone
will have a 15 member
Publication Board to assist in
deciding
which
campus
organizations
will
be
represented. "Basically, what
we're trying to decide is what
the majority of students would
like to see." Haycox said.

^
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FREE ICE ON KEG SPECIALS
Long neck-Bar Bottles
Black LabeTPrem. Case 24 5.99
Blue Ribbon Prem Case 24 6.99

faculty marshall. the SGA
president,
one , graduate
student
and
two
undergraduate students.
Reubush said the committee
met twice during the year,
once in November and once in
February, and discussed such
topics as serving coffee to
parents prior to the ceremony,
the wording of the commencement
announcement
and the actual ceremony's
location. She said the committee recommended no
changes from last year's
format.
Marsh.
a
former
Harrisonburg resident, is a
retired lieutenant colonel who
served in the U.S. House of
Representatives from 1963 to
1971. The Winchester native
served as an assistant to
former President Gerald Ford
from 1973 to 1977, then set up a
private law practice until his
appointment as secretary of
the Army.
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Employment commission
works to find summer jobs
K> JEFF I.Ol I)V
Finding a job off campus
this summer may not be as
hard as you think, if you know
where to look
One good place to look is the
Virginia Employment
Commission on East Wolfe
Street in Harrisonburg
Libba Hall. VEC youth
employment service coordinator, said that this summer
could be a good one for employment, depending on the
status of Metro Pants Metro
Pants recently closed its local
plant laying off about 900
workers If the plant reopens
this summer, it could be "a
hot one" for jobs. Hall explained.
According to Hall, summer
tourism in this area increases
summer job opportunities
Businesses.
particularly
Skyline Drive and the Interstate, often hire extra

people to handle the tourists,
she said
Nancy Carrier, assistant
manager of the Howard
Johnson's Restaurant on Port
Republic Road, said that the
restaurant does hire college
students for the summer rush
Because of its proximity to
campus. Howard Johnsons
really doesn't have much of a
problem filling openings, she
said However, they do use the
VEC "when we really need
someone in a hurry." she said
Employers list openings
with the VEC who in turn tries
to match applicants with the
openings 'We're really just a
referral agency." Hall said
THE VEC has a special
service for JMU students
Hall operates an office in the
Warren University Union
every Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons from l to 3 p.m
"The VEC has alwavs had this

■

service lor JMU because of
the volume of students." Hall
explained. She registers about
:t(Mi students each semester
and about 160 students during
summer school.
"The more flexible you are.
the better off you are" in
finding a job. according to
Hall "Some people want jobs
in
their
majors.
but
sometimes that just isn't
possible."
Another source of jobs information is JMU's Career
Planning and
Placement
office in Alumnae Hall
Thomas Nardi. director,
said that his office handles job
openings around the state and
maintains a bulletin board
and library which posts information from employers
and camps looking for summer help Nardi said that local
employment
cases
are
referred to Hall.

• Frat
(Continued from Page 11
want the guy
caught."
THE MEMBERS patrolled
the campus in pairs
According to Steve Craigie.
vice president of KE. six
members went to the campus
security office and examined

+ Birth—

(Continued from Page 1)
determined, nor how these
costs would be instituted—
either on a pay-for-service
basis or simply added on to
the total student fees.
Lynn
Tipton.
SGA
president-elect.
said
the
implementation
of
birth
control services is "one of my
top priorities. I am sticking
with this until something is
done "

composites of the alleged
rapist "We went up today and
talked to officers." Craigie
said, adding that Security was
pleased the group showed
concern.
Director of Security Alan
MacNutt said he was unaware
of the fraternity's vigilante.
However, he added that the

She added that she is sure
the services can be started
sometime during the fall 1981
semester, but probably not
right away. "The main thing
is going to be to see that the
Health
Center
Advisory
Committee knows exactly
what we want and will take
input from students here.
We've taken the first step."
she said, referring to the SGAsponsored referendum.

cadets know several KE
members and have probably
discussed the matter with
members
"We're not satisfied with
the job Security is doing."
said
Bryan Bostic.
KE
member "They don't have
the manpower. The maniac
needs to be caught "

REMEMBER
MOM
MAY 10th

Another KE member. Greg
Prokopchak. said the brothers
will go all the places the attacker has been spotted and
try to catch him.
"We're trying to help the
campus." he said "It's really
sad how this is getting out of
hand We're trying to spark

YOU

something up."
Windsor stressed that KE is
not trying to undermine the
escort service provided by
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Alpha
Chi Rho Instead, the group is
attempting to provide a
means of protection.
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• Blaxtn
• Skirti
• Slack,
• Shorts

SHONEYS
FISH FRY

DINNER
W
ONLY
INCLUDES:

$3

• Tender Ith tiers tried lo '
perfection with Shoney's
own special seasoning.
• Golden brown French lies.
(or balled potato S-10 pm)
'loaned Grecian bread
•Tarlar sauce and lemon wedge.
•SHONEYS ALL YOU-CANEAT BIGGER AND
BETTER SOUP Ti SALAD BAR!
T>tANK YCMI FOR KHMi TO

SHONEYS
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• Sweater!
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• At odds
Continued from Page 2>
Mur Cunningham also has
been a thorn in the senators'
side. And for the same reason
he has been so productive, he
is also the main reason that
students have little faith in the
SGA'. He has at times
misunderstood his role as the
head of the student government
It started with Cunningham's participation in an
anti-Carter rally last September. Cunningham
maintains that he would
participate in the rally again
if he could.
He is a person of strong
political convictions. His
zealous support for Ronald
Reagan is an example, and an
autographed picture of the
former California governor
has rested on Cunningham's

desk all year as a strong
reminder of his political
beliefs.
Next came his letter to the
Virginia General Assembly in
which he claimed that the
students of James Madison

University were not in favor of
student representation on
university boards of visitors.
He wrote the letter without the
consent or support of either
the Executive Council or the
senate.

Finally came claims by the
chairman of the Constitutional
Revisions Committee that
Cunningham
and
Parliamentarian Ben Thomas
iwho is another story in
himself) conspired in tam-

pering with the constitution.
Despite an ot the controversy. Cunningham has
been a capable president. As
he said himself just recently.
"If you don't stand for
something, you'll fall for
anything."

Students learn dancing in course
By SANDE SNEAD
Tap dancing has invaded
the James Madison University campus.
Twenty five students are
taking advantage of a minicourse offered for the first
time by the University
Program Board and taught by
a freshman tap veteran.

When Scott Chapman found
that tap dancing courses were
nonexistent at JMU. he
decided to start his own. After
seven years of tap dancing he
did not want to stop.
"Tap dancing is my life, so
when I came to Madison and
found that only folk and
modern dance are offered. I

went to the UPB and checked
into the possibility of starting
a mini-course on campus."
Chapman said
The UPB approved his offer
to teach the mini-course, but
from there he was on his own.
He designed the posters advertising the course which
depict Fred Astaire in action

and posted them all over
campus. "The response was
great." he said. "There
definitely is an interest in tap
dancing at Madison."
The course began March 17
and meets for an hour two
nights a week in Gifford Hall's
basement. Cost is $4 per
person.

■
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-Announcement?
Yard Sale

Physics Seminar

Wampler Play

A physics seminar will be
held May I at 4 p.m. in Miller
liw. Clement Moses of the
Solarex Corp. wil be the
speaker The topic will be
"Change in the MinorityCarrier Diffusion Length with
Heat Treatment in the Solar
Cell."

Wampler
Experimental
Theatre presents When You
(ninin' Hack Red Ryder, a
play by Mark Medolf. April 30May 2 at H p.m. Tickets are
SI >(i and available at the
door
'

Course Correction

A reception in honor of
graduating seniors will be
given by the faculty and
students of the department of
elementary
and
early
childhood education on May 8
2-3 p.m. in Education 103.

A yard sale to raise money
for Area 4 Special Olympics
will be held May 2 Beginning
at 9 a.m. at Old Broadway
School. Route 42. Broadway

WMRA
WMRA. 90.7 FM. presents
the tenth anniversay special
edition-of "All Things Considered" May 4 at 5 p.m.

Caps, Gowns
Caps,and gowns are still
available in the university
bookstore for graduating
seniors

Apartment Locator
Service

Religion 201 for fall 1981 is
entitled "Literature and
Religion
of
the
Old
Testament", not the New
Testament as printed in the
fall schedule. If the correction
causes scheduling difficulties.
call the Dept of Philosophy
and Religion. 6394

FLOWERS

FOR THOSE EXTRA
SPECIAL OCCASIONS

CORSAGES * BOUTONMERES
10% OFF TO JMU STUDENTS

Reception

Alanon

CalJ:_

Apartment Locator Service
E.W. Enterprises
P.O. Box 1103
Harrisonburg. VA
22801
1703)

Name.
Home Address
Home Phone
iArea Code)

&

Stop In
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

Busch $1.99
Bull $1.99
Stroh's $2.19
Dor it os 89*
Bud 12 pah
$4.39
FROM 11 PM TO 8 AM
Limited 2 cups with coupon

I»

WELL STOCKED
WITH NO DOZ
AND VIVARIN

Stop In
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W

Country Time
Lemonade $1.69
Nacho Cheese
Tortilla Chips 79'
Coke&Tab
$1.29
15' OFF
ANY BAG OF POTATO CHIPS)

Offer good May 4 - May 8
FOOD-BEVERAGES

(Number)

STOP

PORT REPUBLIC ROAD

FREE COFFEE

434-6619

>r aw*
century
fed Cross: Read) for
a

ZMSr S. MAiN

•

Send To:

A campus chapter of
Alanon. for concerned friends
or family or persons with
drinking problems, meets
Tuesdays 6-7 p.m. in WinePrice auditorium.
._
. s
Ready to teach
f
home nursing, first aid,
parenting, child care,
water safety, CPR.

Wannidimlwg Qtuvdm Cmtvi
U3*-5i3b

TAKE THE WORRY OUT OF YOUR APPROVAL. GET A
FINDING AN APARTMENT CONTRACT READY FOR
FOR
NEXT
YEAR
YOUR
DEPOSIT
AND
ELIMINATE
THE
EX- SIGNATURE
PENSE OF TRAVEL. TIME FOR
THIS SERVICE.
OFF FROM YOUR SUMMER WHICH MAKES APRTMENT
JOB
AND
NUMEROUS FINDING EASY. A ONE
PHONE CALLS LET OUR TIME MODEST FEE WILL
LOCATOR SERVICE" FIND BE CHARGED. CALL OR
THE
HOUSING
YOU MAIL THE FORM BELOW.
DESIRE. WE WILL SPEND WE WILL SEND YOl' AN
THE TIME NECESSARY TO APPLICATION AND INDETERMINE YOUR
FORMATION SHEET TO
NEEDS. PRESENT TO YOU GET
YOU
STARTED
AVAILABLE
ACCOMODATIONS AND. UPON
SAVE MONEY—GAS—TIME
ENJOY YOUR VACATION!
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(6 oz. or over)
Offer good May 4 - May 8
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(DIESEL and GASOHOL)
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Folk
1980-1981:
Bv DIANE FITZPATRICK and BRYAN
POWELL
It has been a hectic year artistically. From
the lukewarm concert scene to the massive
number of plays to the noted personalities who
appeared here, usually enough entertainment
has been available on or around James
Madison University to suit just about anyone.
Instead of offering a retrospective synopsis
of the past year, it probably is more accurate
to select choice quotes from Folio articles in
The Breeze during the past year, presented
now as they were then. Here are some of the
major happenings of the 1980-81 school year:
FLAM1N' OHS—DEBRIS
SEPT. 8. WILSON HALL
"The Flamin' Ohs—Debris show was probably
one of the most bold and innovative moves the
UPB has made in the last four years...severalhundred people whose tastes normally are not
catered to by the concert program here were
made very happy Monday night."
THE SKIP CASTRO BAND
SEPT. 11. WUU BALLROOM
"A sell-out crowd in the Center Attic was left
hot. hoarse and satisfied Thursday night by the
fully-charged blues flavored rock and roll of
The Skip Castro Band "
VINCENT PRICE
SEPT. 16
Price: "Real art today is on the college
campuses. Art is anything and everything...
you don't do arts on the side "
OAK
SEPT. 22, WILSON HALL
"Oak succeeded in blundering through what
must have been one of the most disasterous
Wilson Hall performances ever."
ROADDUCKS
SEPT. 25. WUU BALLROOM
"The Roadducks performed a thoroughly
mediocre set in the WUU ballroom Thursday."
WMRA
SEPT. 30
"Expanding listenership, of which JMU
students constitute a shrinking minority, is the
main reason why WMRA has moved to delete
all rock music from their regular programming schedule."
INHERIT THE WIND
OCT. 7
"Wampler's 'Inherit The Wind,' represents an
outstanding beginning for the 1980-81 theatre
season. The show should be required for every
student attending this university, because the
message it delivers is vitally important: to be
free, man must be free to think."
VANITIES
OCT. 10
"JMU Theatre has never had a finer hour."
JOHN PRINE
OCT. 10. WILSON HALL
Birthday boy "John Prine took a seat center
stage to lead a jubilant audience of fans
through an impressive acoustic sampling of his
humorous compositions Friday night."
MOLLY HATCHET
OCT. 17. GODWIN HALL
"As boring as the show often got, the near
sellout audience, from beginning to end, ate it
up like starved hounds on an Alpo commercial."

in ii : I

o

THE CLEVELAND QUARTET .
OCT. 21. WILSON HALL
"A masterful performance., characterized by
musical delicacy and unity."
TWELVE ANGRY JURORS
OCT. 24
•Much of what-made this Wampler play en-

joyable, apart frc
interplay betwen
SLICKEE BOYS
OCT. 25. WUU h
"In a grand pur
Boys left the
psychologically <
JAMES MAPES
OCT. 29
"Hypnotist Jan
nearly three hou
been a minute...i
past years, yet I
bored."
HOMECOMING
NOV. 5
"The Fifth Annu;
that uninhibited
tagious and ente
own Gong Show
PURE PRA1RII
NOV. 8. GODWI
"Much of the 5
boring. In fact
League tunes c
pancakes. The fi
then that sweet.
ROBBIN THOM
DEC. 4. WILSO
"The Robbin Th
casual atmosph
their feet...the
proved to be one
this year."
DEC. 8
John Lennon is
MOON FOR TH
JAN. 23
"Its purpose is
entertainment b
the way people
others."
THE SKIP CAS
JAN. 28. THE C
"The Skip C
Harrisonburg to
performance at
pressive, that e\
new material, tl
'the last word ii
MUMMENSOM
JAN. 29, WILSO
"To the delight
Swiss mime trou
their fascinatin
munication." It
DOUG CLARK .
FEB. 5. WUU B
"Thereisnodoul
most of the audi<
'x-rated Hot Nu
humored profa
punch lines."
CHRISTOPHER
FEB. 8. GODWI
"Christopher Cn
to Godwin Hall .'
almost flawless!
STREAMERS
FEB. Mi
"To see Strean
draining experie
STACEY LATTI
FEB. 14. WILSC
"Was this cor
seriously?"
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BLUE BUCKET GOLDMINE
FEB. 24
"A conglomeration of superficial soap operas.
The Blue Bucket Goldmine, by Dr. Rex Fuller,
probabhwould have been better off remaining
in the bucket However, it could distinguish
Fuller as Hie originator and popularizer of the
plotless play DR. FAUSTUS
MARCH 3
"Does Faustus do anything that justifies
eternal damnation? The JMU production, with
its exceptional directing, acting, and special
effects, left its audience pondering this and
other questions long after they had left their
seats."
MODERN DANCE ENSEMBLE
MARCH 21
"The Modern Dance Ensemble's annual spring
concert, performed and choreographed by
faculty, student and guest artists," proved that
"dance is alive and well at the university "

; described as
Pure Prairie
i red to eating
aretty good, but
gets to you."

NEVIS MOUNTAIN DEW
MARCH 29
"Considering less than a handful of the cast
previously had appeared on stage, the Black
Student Alliance production of Nevis Mountain
Dew was an effective performance."

blew away the
lie audience to
jintet Arznova
'B opening acts

FOLK ENSEMBLE
MARCH 29
"Aside from being entertaining, the JMU
Dance Theatre Folk Ensemble was an
educational experience... Diversity was the
key feature of the show."

■TEN
e light-hearted
ive insight into
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er scintillating
ice... It is imIdition of much
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Mindless corngolden."
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<ua)ly-oriented

six-piece band
yed his music
g"

motional and

to

be

taken

SPRING FEVER—NRBQ and STILLWATER
APRIL 11, GODWIN FIELD
"Since the whole objective of Spring Fever was
to have a good time, the event has to be considered a smashing (or "smashed") success...It was quite a party."
TOM CHAPIN and GALLAGHER
APRIL 11. WILSON HALL
"Although Chapin's attempts at humor were
commendable and well-received, they were no
match for the following performance.
Gallagher, the "Wizard of Odd," kept his
performance flowing and the audience
rolling."
HUGHIE and KRAPP'S LAST TAPE
APRIL 12
"Once again the Wampler Experimental
Theatre has presented a great show. Once
again not too many people showed up. Once
again it was their loss."
GEORGE PLIMPTON
APRIL 13
"George Plimpton explained in his lecture to a
JMU audience: 'What I do is enter other
people's occupations, very briefly, in order to
sit down and write about the experiences. It's a
practice called participatory journalism,
which is an ugly phrase, but no one seems to
have found a better way of putting it."
OAK RIDGE BOYS
APRIL 16. GODWIN HALL
"The'Oak Ridge Boys, currently one of the
nation's hottest country and western groups,
entertained a diverse sellout crowd at JMU's
Godwin Hall Thursday night."
ARMS AND THE MAN
APRIL 21
" 'Basic' is the single word which best
describes JMU's mainstage opening of Arms
and the Man."
JACK OR THE SUBMISSION
APRIL 21
"Wampler Theatre's most unusual and
gripping play of the season... a difficult
theatrical task."
*
VtSV

ABOVE LEFT: Gallagher entertains Wilson ABOVE: Skip Castro bassist Charlie PastorfleM
Hall crowd. BELOW LEFT: Arznova members is central to the success of one of Virgina's best
display their power.
bar bands.

Musical
Analysis
1980-81
By BRYAN POWELL
This year was not a great one for concerts.
1980-81 featured a number of performers or
bands who had been here before: John Prine,
Tom Chapin, Molly Hatchet and Pure Prairie
League all made encore appearances. Only
two major shows brought "big name"
peformers to' James- Madison University for
the first time.
Pat Benatar's Nov. 30 show is the official
Folio Concert of the Year. With axemaster and
boyfriend Neil Gerardo supplying the
fireworks. Benatar showed thaf a woman with
an operatic voice and a small repertoire of
onstage moves can give a fantastic show.
THE BATTLE for Worst Concert of the Year
was much more hotly contested. There were
some really bad shows on campus this year.
Oak was miserable; Artful Dodger was
ridiculous; and Christopher Cross, while appealing to some people, just bored the hell out
of rfte. In the final analysis though, the Folio
Worst Concert of the Year award must go to
Stacy Lattisaw, who apparently had better
things to do this past Valentine's Day than playf
before a Wilson Hall crowd.
While the University Program Board has
caught a lot of criticism (some of it from this
newspaper), they haven't done that badly,
particularly in light of the fact that fewer
bands toured this year than in previous ones.
In fact the efforts made to get Benatar, Cross,
NRBQ. the Slickee Boys and the Nighthawks
should be applauded. The JMU student body
represents a whole range of interests, and,
although some of the performances are best
forgotten, the UPB has done a good job trying
to meet everyone's needs.

By DIANE FITZPATRICK
The Folio section of The Breeze gave full
page coverage last spring to a group of James
Madison University students who formed the
"phenomenal" new band Debris
Initially containing six members, the
current quartet started performing locally, but
has branched out in Charlottesville and
Washington, D.C. Although often referred to as
a punk band. Debris, however, plays a variety
of cover tunes and originals.
These originals were made available to the
public last winter, when their new EP, simply
entitled Debris, was released.
Since then, a number of other bar bands have
mushroomed, making Debris more of an inspiration than a phenonmenon. Debris' success
may have been overemphasized, however, the
group did not necessarily overshadow its
contemporaries. Instead, Debris has appeared
to start a trend.
ARZNOVA HAS been considered by some as
Harrisonburg's "hottest new talent." The
band is characterized by a substantial quantity
of
original
material
and
technical
sophistication.
Only six months after the band's formation.
they have been booked regularly in
Harrisonburg. as well as at other area colleges
and private parties. Performances for the
University Program Board included a Center
Attic appearance and a warm-up for the
Robbin Thompson Band.
Although popular locally, Arznova has yet to
attain financial success. Lead singer Ron
Gentry believes this has forced the band to
place more emphasis upon crowd-pleasing.
Manager Mark Gervasoni has extended the
band's bookings to Richmond and Charlottesville, and hopes to schedule engagements in
Washington, D.C. and Virginia Beach.
HIT AND RUN, another local band, made
their JMU debut opening for Debris in the
WUU ballroom. This high energy rock and roll
band is noted for their accurate impersonations of various stars, particularly
Mick Jagger. Lack of original material is the
band's main limitation.
Magick, Madison's youngest barroom band,
often performs free of charge, and occasionally has been booked locally. Unlike the
other groups, it is the only student rock 'n* roll,
band with a female vocalist, which enables
them to perform music by artists such as Pat
Benatar and Janis Joplin As with Hit and Run,
lack of originals are the band's major
weakness. The group's plans include increased
exposure and a more diverse repertiore of
cover material.
All of these bands have performed regularly
eguiany
at JM's Pub, alternating Monday evenings.
venings
Arznova closed JM's season of live
live en- I
tertainment last Monday. Except for Debris, f
these area groups plan to resume performing
forming I
for JMU students in the faU.
■^■■^^•^^F*"
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Cornerstone ends JMU career

Photo by Mlk

CORNERSTONE'S VIOLINIST. David Thacker. kept the audience on the edge of
their seats with his talented solos.
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By LOHI BETH REl'RI'SH
Well, they were here for three years and now they are gone.
Tough luck
Tough luck to most James Madison University students who
never saw Cornerstone. The band is one of the best JMU has
produced. Too bad they gave their last concert here April 29.
The largest, most diverse audience Cornerstone ever had was
in the 1979-80 homecoming battle-of-the-bands. They won.
Like other college bands. Cornerstone has its ov -\ following.
But. their fans almost love them more for what they stand for
than their music With their country-style Christian rock. Cornerstone is more than music: they are a ministry.
The six-piece string band consisted of: Steve Cochran on guitar
and banjo: Kevin Marshall on both electric and acoustic guitars
and mandolin; David Peters on string bass: Hobby Pitt, guitar,
mandolin and harmonica: David Thacker, fiddle: and Drew
Trotman on rhythm guitar and most of the vocals. Each member
is a good musician on their own right: together they were excellent.
COCHRAN, ONE of the group's clowns, was pickin' and grinnin' most of the night April 29. His well-played banjo added the
twang the group needed for their country sound. His voice was
country, then mellow, then raunchy
An exquisite classical guitarist. Marshall's fingers worked all
night-fast. During country pieces, he picked his guitar with the
rest. On rhytmically mellower tunes, he showed hie artistry with
smooth playing.
On the string bass. Peters was the least obvious member of the
band: while the rest of the group stood in a straight line almost on
the edge of the stage, he stood in the background adding the basic
rhythm the band needed. His bass was a fresh substitution for a
dmmmer. and he did it well.
Pitt. Cochran's side-kick, was one of the most relaxed on stage.
Like Cochran with his banjo. Pitt added to the pure country sound
with his talented harmonica playing. On mellower tunes, he
wailed on his harp to perfection.

,

Texas R&B, L. A. blues
dition to its terrific cover art, the LP contains
some excellent rhythm and blues. Included on
the disc are versions of Brownie McGhee's
"Blues Parcel Post," Bo Diddley's
"Roadrunner," and Little Walter Jacobs' "Up
The Line." Only "Roadrunner" is disappointing. The Ellis McDaniel original was
much more energetic, and some local rockers,
notably The Skip Castro Band, do a much
better job.
Kent "Omar" Dykes, the group's vocalist,
guitarist and sometime harmonica player, has
written the only original compositions on the
LP (a total of four). Of the original material,
"St. Louis Bound," with its transition from
slow blues to a quicker, jazzier shuffle, and
"Big Brown Shoes," which features nice horns,
are the best.

Ensemble first
The James Madison University Jazz Ensemble,
directed by Dr. George West, came away from the
Thirteenth Annual Quinniprac -Collegiate Jazz Festival
with the top jazz band award. The participating bands
were selected by taped auditions and the semifinal eight
bands performed Saturday. April 25th at Quinniprac
College in New Haven. Connecticut. Participating
groups were from New England Conservatory. Eastman
School of Music. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Kent State University, among others.
The Quinniprac festival is the only collegiate competitive event on the east coast. Previous winning bands
in recent years have been New England Conservatory.
Ohio State University and The University of Iowa. The
JMU Jazz Ensemble has participated at clinic festivals
such as the Glassboro State Festival since 1971, but
Quinniprac was their first competitrve entry.

Jazz festival at JMU
The Ninth JMU Tri-State Jazz Festival will be held
oh Saturday. May 2nd. in the Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre on the campus of James Madison University
beginning at 9:00 a.m. Nineteen high school jazz
bands and one vocal jazz choir from Virginia and
Maryland will participate in the day-long event
sponsored by the JMU Department of Music.
This year's professional performer-adjudicator is
Sal Nistico. former featured jazz tenor sax soloist
with Woody Herman. Count Basie and Buddy Rich
among others The other two judges are Chuck Say re.
former chief arranger for the US Air Force "Airmen of Note" Jazz Ensemble, and Allen Butler,
trombonist and director of the jazz ensemble at
Longwood College.
Sal Nistico will do a demonstration concert with the
JMU Jazz Ensemble at approximately 2:20 p.m., in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre and will also be featured in
the evening Festival Concert in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre at 8 p.m.. Saturday night. Both events are
open to the general public free of charge

(Continued on Page IS)

By BRYAN POWELL
There's a little record label in Texas that's
making some mighty good music lately. The
name of the label is Amazing Records ("if it's
hit, it's amazing!"), and they specialize in
regional R&B.
Omar and the Howlers, who have toured
locally and appeared at The Other Place last
semester, have released an new LP on the
Amazing label entitled Big Leg Beat. In ad-

..WHAT MAKES the Howlers enjoyable is
their rowdy attitude toward their music. While
the band isn't as sharp technically as some
R&B outfits, the no-holds-barred approach to
their profession results in terrific drinkin'
music, he best example of this is "Hoy, Hoy,
Hoy", and frantic R&B free-for-all which
features prominent assaults by guitarist Dykes
and saxman Richard Price.
While Omar and the Howlers have released a
good LP, Amazing Records stablemate The
Juke Jumpers, featuring Jim Colegrove. will
knock you off your feet. An absolutely beautiful
rhythm and blues collection. The Juke Jum-.
pers Border Radio album is also an archivist's*
delight. Included on the record are tracks first
recorded by T—Bone Walker, Robert Johnson,
Rocket Morgan. Betty James and Oklahoma
musician Jimmy Liggins.
If a couple of those names are unfamiliar,'
don't worry; the music is of the highest
quality. Liggins' "Cadillac Boogie" is a
delightful return to the late 40s: T—Bone"
Walker's "You Don't Love Me," originally
done in 1945. is about as good as blues can get.
Dwight Pullen's "Sunglasses After Dark" is
nothing if not fun, and "Me and the Devil"
reconfirms that Robert Johnson was indeed a
master
(Continued on Page 15)
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* Amazing
gotten kind of picky. I mean,
it's gotta be good. There's a lot
of blues on the market today,
and it covers a wide range of
styles and the entire spectrum
of quality.

(Continued from Page 14)
But the best tracks on
Korder Kadio are originals.
•Home Street • Bounce."
written by guitarist Sumter
Bruton. is a full-fledged,
party-inspiring jump tune,
complete with a short bass
solo and some mean drum
breaks by Mike Bartula.
"Wiggle Your Hips," written
by Colegrove. has the perfect
comeback for today's punk
rockers: "You don't need no
whips, just wiegle your hips."
Overall. Border Badio is
simply a lot of fun. I suspect
you'll be hearing a lot more
from these guys—and other
Amazing Records artists—in
the near future.

Tony Ma thews
Condition: Blue
By BRYAN POWELL
I've been listening to a lot of
blues lately, and. well. I've

So I.got this new LP from
the good folks at Alligator (the
best blues label there is). It's
by Tony Mathews. who has
been Ray Charles' guitarist of
the past seven years and it's
called
Condition:
Blue
Anyway. I was listening to the
LP and enjoying it quite a lot.
but I couldn't think of any
particular way to decribe it.
It's just good blues, influenced
by jazz, soul and a little bit of
gospel. The /alburn, is more
"up" in feeling than most
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blues, but it's still blues.
Then I heard this one
track—"Uncle Joe." It begins
with a spoken introduction
delivered
over
unaccompanied
fingerpickin'.
Good fingerpickin'. John Lee
Hooker all over again. Then
the song begins with that
heavy-swinging walking bass
line and electric keyboards
bouncing from speaker to
speaker. Between choruses
Mathews rings off lead lines
so clearly that you can almost
hear them 'pop.' Beautiful.
WELL, IT sure got my
attention and I hope, if you're
a blues fan. that it gets yours
too. Although the rural "Uncle
Joe" is not representative of
Mathews' blues, it is a great
cut.
What Mathews does best is a
pretty even blend of blues and
jazz. His speed and tonality
achieved on guitar are very
imoressive and obviously

reflect his serious jazz study
of the early 70s. Tracks like
"Lovely Linda" and "Anne
Marie"
showcase
this
sophistication. Working with
the incredible Ray Charles for
seven years and Little
Richard for three prior to that
certainly couldn't have hurt
his talents.
While Mathews is undoubtably
well-schooled
musically, tracks such as "I
Really Got The Blues Today,"
"White Powder" and "Laid
Off" reflect his everpresent
commitment to the blues.
The keyboards on Condition: Blue are another
reason why it's so good. They
provide the disc with a bright,
energetic quality which is
very enjoyable and compatible with Mathews' style.
As I said before, I only listen
to good blues. Tony Mathews
is a pleasant surprise, and I
expect I'll be listening to this
one all summer long.

* Cornerstone
(Continued from Page 14)
Whether he was either pickin' on his fiddle or playing his violin
t both of which are the same instrument until he picked them up).
Thacker added immensely to the band. During a solo, he kept the
audience enthralled from beginning to end
WHILE STRUMMING his guitar. Trotman's Kenny LogginsJames Taylor-type voice perfectly accented the band's music. He
seemed to be the leader of the group.
Together, the band was tight, and their versatility kept the
audience's attention throughout the show. They varied between
country rock to country to rhythm and blues to rock 'n' roll, from
fast, upbeat songs to mellower, slower, songs.
It is sad to see this excellent group leave JMU: It is even sadder
to realize how few Madison students ever enjoyed their music.
They were probably one of the best Madison bands ever,
definitely one of the best of the year.
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Babcock tae$ fix hurlen

^j

Cavaliers batter Dukes in 17-14 slugfest
By DAVID TEEL
In pre-season. James Madison
University baseball coach Brad
Babcock said his pitching staff might
not have enough depth Tor the rigors
of a 51-game schedule. His fears have
been well-founded.
"My prediction eventually came
true." Babcock said after the
University of Virginia battered the
Dukes' staff 17-14 Monday "I wish it
hadn't."
In the game. JMU used six pitchers,
none of whom were effective. The
Dukes had leads of 7-0 and 14-9 "All of
us were embarrased over there."
Babcock said.
The players were less adamant. "It
was just one of those days when there
were a lot of hits. It wasn't a pretty
day for the pitchers but those things
happen." Russ Dickerson commented.
Starter Kip Yancey was the victim
of the Cavaliers' initial uprising. The
sophomore righthander was enjoying
a 7-0 cushion and had retired the first
two hitters in the third inning when
the roof caved in.
VIRGINIA REACHED Yancey for
seven consecutive hits and five runs.
"It was very frustrating," Yancey
recalled. "We had chances but we just
couldn't get them out. I thought if we
had gotten out of the inning. I would
have-been over the hump."
Joe Hall and Pete Wojcicki followed
Yancey to the mound and neither
could retire the side. Four more
Virginia runs scored before John
Kwiatkoski got the final out.
Kwiatkoski had some success, but
when the Cavaliers faced him a
second time, he was also hit hard.
. .. Despite the pitching woes, JMU had
a chance in the ninth inning. The
Dukes loaded the bases with two out.
but Tony Marant filed out after
reaching base in each of his previous

a! ha Is
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Pitching was not JMU's only
problem The Dukes committed five
errors, continuing their recent
defensive slump '"It's a two-way
street." Babcock explained "The
fielders start wondering if the pitcher
is ever going to get the ball over the
plate, and the pitcher is wondering if
he does his job if the guys in the field
will mess up.
•THAT KIND of thing has a tendancy to snowball once it gets started." he added.
Yancey said. "Errors and mistakes
are always in the back of your mind
but you can't dwell on the past. We
allow hits and make errors as a
team."
JMU. 33-13-1. has lost four of its last
eight gam^s. but the team is very
relaxed despite the recent slump. "I'd
rather mess up now than in the ECAC
playoffs." Yancey noted. "We went
through something like this last year
and ended up primed for the playoffs.
That is all that really matters
anyway."
Dickerson agreed, commenting.
"All teams do this.AVe play a 1st of
baseball games and a drop off is
almost inevitable."
Babcock is more concerned. "I
know these things happen every year
but with the NCAA playoffs up ahead
we should be getting geared up."
JMU HAD its offense geared up
against Virginia. The Cavaliers threw
ace Mike Gordon, but in his five innings of work, the Dukes accumulated
10 runs on 13 hits. "I heard he had
some arm trouble. I've seen him pitch
better." Dickerson said.
Leading the JMU attack were Jeff
Kidd. Mike Reeves and Dennis
Knight. Kidd drove in five runs with a
three-run homer and a two-run
double Knight's two-run homer in the
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AN ALL too familiar job for Coach Brad Ba-bcock is going to the mound to
confer with one of JMU's pitchers.
struggling." Babcock said. "Russell
first highlighted a four-run outburst.
isn't hitting against good pitchers in
The freshman Reeves contributed
clutch situations and a lot of others
four hits and three stolen bases while
aren't either."
taking Dickerson's normal clean-up
spot in the batting order. Dickerson
DICKERSON grudgingly accepted
was dropped to eighth.
the move. "I guess it worked because
Babcock said Reeves would remain
we scored 14 runs, but I'm not
in the fourth slot against righthanders
thinking like a number eight hitter.
and that Knight would be moved in
There you have to bunt, hit and run
against southpaws. "I don't want a
and give yourself up."
guy in the fourth spot who's

Overemphasizing sports will harm universities
"If an ideal American education system were1
being launched afresh, few would want to saddle it
with the responsibility for public sports entertainment But since by a quirk of history, it is so
saddled, the tradition has become so ingrained that
I see not the remotest chance of altering it." —
James Michener from Sports In America.
By DAVID TEEL
Michener is right. Americans have become
fascinated with intercollegiate sport to the point
where its popularity rivals professional sport.
Unfortunately, this popularity brings demands that
the student-athlete perform and respond like a
professional.
Illegal recruiting tactics are widespread as high
school athletes are offered money and other
benefits to attend Football U. Institutions compromise their academic standards for the sake of
athletic success. Major college basketball has been
tarnished with allegations of point shaving.
Winning and money go hand-in-hand. If a
university's athletic teams are successful, the
program usually makes a profit. Alumni are happy
when "their" team win* Donations increase. Only
the naive think that pressure is not put on the
student-athlete to oan. It all rings of
professionalism.
*
Intercollegiate sports is not pure. But not many
American institutions are. During his appearance
at James Madison University. George Plimpton
said. "By and by it (Americans' infatuation with
sport) is a very healthy situation. Winning can act

as a tonic for the community."
This is perhaps the most important contribution
athletics can make. The entire JMU community
seemed to share in the success of the Dukes'
basketball team as it challenged national powers
like Notre Dame in the NCAA tournament. It is sad
that JMU had to rely on its basketball team to
provide it with national exposure, but that's a
reality many schools have experienced Michener's
ideal educational system will probably never come
to pass.
I
JMU PRESIDENT Ronald Carrier is very much
a realist During his 10 years here. Carrier has

pushed for a top-notch athletic program, knowing
that the resulting publicity would benefit JMU in all
its endeavors.
Hiring athletic director Dean Ehlers was
probably Carrier's wisest decision1. Not many
programs can boast of the continued expansion and
success that JMU has experienced under Ehlers'
direction.
Basketball is not the only sport in which JMU has
excelled. The baseball team has also participated in
NCAA Division I post-season competition and has
the talent to do it again this season.
Challace McMillin has taken a football program
from its infancy to the Division I AA level where
JMU will surely be nationally competitive within
four years.
Dr. Leotus Morrison, director of women's
athletics, has also established a successful
program. For the fourth consectutive season, the
Duchesses' lacrosse team will compete in the
national tournament, and this year, it achieved
national top 10 ranking. The volleyball team set a
school record for most wins by any team in 1960 and
won the state championship.
The JMU athletic program is a fine one and it has
almost unlimited potential. However, the adminstration must not overemphasize the importance of sports and of winning. JMU's ultimate
purpose—educating its students—can not be
sacrificed for money and prestige. George Plimpton said, "A tragic thing about intercollegiate
sports is to see an athlete who. after four years, still
can't read and write."
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JMU rugby team
enjoysfetub status
By JEFF NUCKLES
While most club sports strive to
obtain intercollegiate status, the
James Madison University men's
rugby team is more than content to
remain at its present level.
"Rugby is a sport based strongly on
tradition." club president Rob Fisher
said. "We're really afraid if we
became intercollegiate, many of the
things that symbolize rugby would be
done away with."
A combination of soccer and football, rugby was imported from
England via the Ivy League schools.
The sport is said to have been invented at Rugby Boy's School when a
boy playing soccer picked up the ball
and was tackled while running with it.
Rugby is founded on strong traditions
that have given rise to expressions
such as. "It's a ruffians' game played
by gentlemen."
According to Fisher, "That's why I
like it so much. Sure it's a contact
; sport but there's much more to it than
! that. In football and soccer you have
designated
kickers.
blockers.
tacklers. defensemen and scorers.
But in rugby everybody has to be able
to do everything."
One of the players' favorite
pastimes is the post-game party. "It
would be unheard of for the host team
not to throw a party for the visitors
after the game, fegardless of the
outcome." Fisher said.
The parties are always open to
spectators who like to drink beer and
laugh as bruised and sweaty rugby
players form a circle and sing not-sogentlemenly songs such as:

Pfcoto by Mike Bitvlni

THE JMU men's rugby (earn is more than content to remain at its current
club status, according to Rob Fisher. JMU was third in the state in 1981.

If I were the marrying kind
Thank the Lord I'm not. sir
The kind of man that I would be
would be a rugby goalpost
Then I'd stand erect, you'd stand
erect.

we'd all stand erect together.
We'd all be alright in the middle of the
night
standing erect together
Most of the team's celebrations
have been enhanced by the best
record in the rugby club's six-year
history. JMU is 6-1. and Fisher said
the team has finished below .500 only
once.
Although the team has never
finished higher than third in the state.
Fisher commented. "We're only
graduating two people off the first
team and I anticipate us being the top
team in the state next year."
The squad's lone blemish this
season came against the University of
Virginia whom Fisher termed, "the
weakest party throwers I've played
against: They just put a keg out on the
field and left."
As one might expect in a sport that
has 30 men on the field all kicking,
running and tackling, fights are a
common occurrence. But Fisher
noted. "In my ten years of playing
rugby I've never seen a fight break
out after a game. It's all simply
forgotten.
"Everybody I know has fallen in
love with it." he added. "Practices
are fun and it's not hard to get people
to come."
The club receives $1,000 from the
university for transportation and food
and each member pays $15 a
semester, most of which goes for
beer. The players also buy their own
uniforms.
The team traveled to the University
of Georgia last week and will conclude
its season Saturday with a 1 p.m.
home match against Virginia Military
Institute.
"We're just a bunch of guys who
like running around with a pregnant
football," Fisher noted. "I just hope it
can stay that way."

Dukes defeat Lynchburg
Tennis team closes season with 8-1 win
By DANNY FINNEGAN
The James Madison University men's tennis
team completed its season with an 8-1 decision
over Lynchburg College Monday.
The win, coupled with victories over Virginia
Military Institute and George Mason
University, brought the Dukes' final record to
15-4. Lynchburg dropped to 19-7.
"It was a situation where we expected to
win." Coach Jack Arbogast said. "The competition was not as good as we had been
playing against. Our confidence was up
because even though we lost to Virginia Tech
and William and Mary, we knew we played
well and could have won."
JMU's number one seed, Mark Michel,
ended a successful season with a 6-2. 7-5 win
over Lynchburg's Buzz Frey. In the first set.
Michel was content to sit back and make Frey,
a strong but inconsistent baseline player, force
the action. The strategy payed off as Michel
easily won the set while Frey .made 27 errors in
the eight games.
Playing in hot conditions for the first time
this year. Michel was forced to change tactics
in the second set. "I would have liked to have
played the whole match the way I played the
first set." Michel explained. "But I got tired
and I had to start hitting winners."
MICHEL Hit enough second-set winners to
up his singles record to 13-4. Among his victims
were the University of Richmond's John
DePew. William and Mary's Paul Daus and
West Virginia University's highly touted Pete
Perotta.
Against the Hornets, the Dukes did not lose a
singles match as Richard Schick. Mark Snead,
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Rick Baker. Jorge Salas and John Witt all won.
Schick. who was suspended for the first part
of the season, defeated Kevin Record, 6-4, 6-3
and finished with a singles mark of 8-3. Snead
had little trouble at the number three seed,
winning 6-4.6-2 over Jim Sargeant to finish 10-7
on the season.
Baker, the only freshman in the top six,
defeated Vic Fiorvante 6-3, 6-2 to raise his
singles record to 10-6. At the number five seed,
Salas finished the season at 13-5 after a tough
three-set victory over Jeff Ambruster 6-3, fifl
6-0 in which Salas took total control in the
decisive third set.
The man with the best record on the team
was Witt, the number six man, who owned an
impressive 15-3 mark. He defeated Eric Backmon 64. 6-4 and Coach Arbogast had nothing
but praise for his only senior. "John Witt is the
ideal number six player. He is consistent: he
doesn't beat himself. When he plays someone
of his caliber, he rarely loses because he is so
steady and is such a smart player.
"I've been coaching athletes for thirty years
now." continued Arbogast, "and I have never
coached a more reliable, loyal or responsible
athlete. He never missed a practice: he was
never even late for a practice: and he never
scratched himself from the line-up because of
an injury. I hope we can replace him next
year."
Witt ended his JMU career a winner,
teaming with Randy Walton for a victory at
number three doubles. Michel and Rob
Crocker won at two doubles, as Lynchburg's
only point came at number one doubles, as
Frey and Record defeated Snead and Salas 7-5.
6-3.

TIM HALL hit one home run and Paul Butler (1) and Baxter
Robinson (2) also went deep as the Bombers defeated The Posse,
13-7 In the Superstars softba II final. The Bombers abo reached the
intramural finals but were defeated by the Wofats In a best of
three series, two games to one. Woddy Lawman had the winning
hit for The Posse as they won the third game, 6-5.
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Lacrosse club ends year
with 12-2 win over Wasps I
By DAVID TKKI.
Bud Brady is grateful for his
return to lacrosse and he
seems more than content to be
far away from the high
pressure world
of
intercollegiate competition
Brady completed his second
year as coach of the James
Madison University lacrosse
club Wednesday as the Dukes

young people and the best part
of this is that they do it all
themselves. They work hard
and they pay the bills."
Comprised of players whose
experience is limited to high
school, the JMU club has
progressed to the point where
Brady said. "We've come a
long way The team has a
pretty good range of plays and

'Coach it kind of old fathioned.
But in hit own way, he't dynamite'
crushed Emory and Henry
College's club team. 12-2.
Senior Chubby Grover led
JMU with three goals and Phil
Garland chipped in with two
goals and two assists.
The man with the infectious
smile and sunburned bald
head was ecstatic at the end of
the game. "This is great." he
said. "I love working with

they have learned the basics
like clearing the ball and
running an offense."
BUT BRADY doesn't kid
himself He knows his team is
far away from powers like the
University of Virginia and
Johns Hopkins University.
"This team will get better."
he said. "What we need to get

Top prep player
signs with JMU
Compiled from staff reports

Jimmy Masloff. a 6-foot-5.
190-pound
guard
from
Albemarle High School, has
signed a James Madison
University basketball
scholarship.
Masloff. who averaged 17
points and nine rebounds a
game for the Western District
champions last season, was on
the Roanokr Times & World
Newt list of the top 15
prospects in Virginia. He also
averaged four assists a game
and shot S3 percent from the
field and 81 percent from the
• foul line.
Masloff earned All-District
and All-Northwest Region
honors and was an Honorable
Mention
All-State
AAA
selection. He will participate
in the Virginia High School
Coaches Association All-Star
game.
"We feel Jimmy is one of
the top prospects in Virginia,
and I certainly am pleased
that he will be joining our
program." JMU coach Leu
Campanelli said. "He's a very
intelligent and unselfish
player with good court savvy... a complementary player,
which means he can do a little
bit of everything. That's one
concept we've stressed—the
complete player."

built this year—winning 21
games and going to the NCAA
tournament." Masloff said.
Albemarle High School
coach Rich Lyons called
Masloff "one of the most
fundamentally sound players
I have ever coached."
Masloff is the third player to
sign a basketball scholarship
with the Dukes. Earlier. Greg
Mosten. a 6-foot-7, 210-pound
forward from Harrisburg.
Pa., and Darrell Jackson, a 6foot-6. 195-pound forwardguard from Richmond signed
with JMU

is more input with the fresnman We need toge^ these kids
for four 'years. It's fun to
coach them and watch them
develop "
The JMU players think
Brady is fun too. "Coach is
kind of old fashioned." senior
defenseman Mike Ladd noted.
"But in his own way he's
dynamite.
"We'd be nowhere without
him." Ladd added. "He's
organized us. For free, he's
all we could ask."
However. Brady's lacrosse
background belies the price he
charges A former competitive
lacrosse
player
himself. Brady also was the
coach at Dartmouth College in
the 1940s. "Back then we had
some pretty good teams."
Brady recalled.
The Emory and Henry team
that JMU defeated was not a
good one. Like the Dukes'
team two years ago. they
lacked sound, fundamental
skills. Poorly thrown passes
and ill-advised shots hindered
the Wasps' play.
But JMU has not been
afraid to challenge more
formidable opponents.
Roanoke College.
whose
varsity team is a perennial
Division II national power,
allowed its junior varsity
squad to play JMU. The Dukes
destroyed the Maroons. 17-1.
Other victims in JMU's 6-4
season included Randolph
Macon College's varsity, the
University of Richmond club
i twice) and the Charlottesville Lacrosse Club.
Brady's team is not a
regimented group " and he
openly talks with spectators
and players during the game.
But his old coaches' tendancies have not totally
deserted him. "We shouldn't
have lost more than two
games this season." he said.
"When we played Virginia JMU'S Chubby Grover led the attack as the Dukes downed Emory
and Henry. 12-2. Grover had three goals.
Tech. we were so bad..."
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An outstanding array
of kitchenware for the cook with taste!
Gift ideas, cooking workshops, cookbooks, and more.
Harrisonburg't only kitchen, cooking specialty shop!
Located in the BLUE MOUNTAIN building, 188 S. Mason St.
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CAMPANELLI added he
expects Masloff to help out
more in the backcourt "in the
immediate future, but we'll
see how he grows and
develops physically."
Masloff reportedly had
signed
with
Vanderbilt
University of the Southeastern
Conference but changed his
decision after Commodores'
coach Richard Schmidt announced he was leaving the
university.
"I was impressed by the
reputation James Madison
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Classifieds

Our Hero

by Matt W
BSRJ

For Sale
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JEEPS.CARS. TRUCKS:
Available thru government
auctions in your area. Many
sell for under $20000. Call 602
941-8014 ext. 8290 for your
directory on how to purchase.
LOFT FOR SALE: half-loft
fitting Hoffman rooms (IT4"
x 5') excellent condition, $60.
Call 433-4857 after 6:00.
REFRIGERATOR
FOR
SALE: 2.2 cubic foot Sanyo. 4
years old, excellent condition.
$60. Call 433-4857 after 6:00.
MGB-GT '69. excellent condition, new paint, rebuilt
engine, rebuilt trans, new
brakes. GIK, must sell,
$1,900.00.
Call
434-1005.
FOR SALE: GRATEFUL
DEAD T-SHIRTS: Limited
edition, locally created T-shirt
"Once in a while you get
shown the light". Call 4330458.
FOR SALE: L-shaped Loft, 8'
by 10' rug, couch and bar.
Total package for $90. Great
Deal!! Call Jack at 4242,
Shorts
401.
FOR SALE: 2.2 cubic foot
Sanyo refrigerator. Great for
dorm use. Available immediately. Call Bill at 4796.
FOR SALE: Red carpet approximately 10' xl4' plus two
strips good for hallways. One
year old, good condition.
$15.00. Contact Ken Kaufmon
PO
Box
2004.
JMU.
FOR SALE: Honda 450,
ecxcellent condition. $800 or
best offer. Call Mark, 433-5967
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For Rent
ILET: House - June«UB1
August. 4 bedrooms, partially
furnished, $75.00 per month
per person plus utilities. One
block from JMU. Call Penny
or
Liz
at
433-5550
THREE BEDROOM
"APARTMENT: Sublet MayAugust with option to rent in
fall. Squire Hill. 1-4 people,
.washer-dryer,
air
conditioning. Call Lynn or Sherri
at
484-6277.
TO SUBLET: Private room in
house. Available May 10 thru
'August. Fully-furnished including color tv on cable. Full
house privileges. All house
and yard upkeep provided.
Excellent location - directly
across from 7-11 and laundromat on S. Main. 10 minute
walk from campus: Rent - $95
. per month or negotiable.
Utilities included. Check It
out! Call Susie at 434-9721.
HOUSE WITH POOL. 2 blocks
from campus, only 3 spaces
left. June-August. Call Now,
433-0784.
SUBLET JUNE-AUGUST. 50
yards
from
ctmpus,
2
bedrooms, kitch sn, living
room. 1 bath, ri,jht behind
Stop-In. Rent negotiable. Call
,Ron at 5049.

by Mark Legan
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FOR SALE: Soft shell,
dreadnaught-size guitar case.
Inexpensive.
Call
5255.
YARD "SALE: Saturday May
2, from 9:00 am until 5:00 pm
on Mason Street across from
the Hospital in University
Towers. Will sell furniture,
clothes, TU, bike, and more.

by Paul Cbfaerty Pat Butter*

I'l

For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE. 1'2 baths, 10
minutes from campug. Stop
by 162 Homeplace Apartments
anytime
after
5
p.m.
Available
May
10th.
FOR RENT: Large room in
townhouse for May through
next semester. Pool, washerdryer, furnished, clean. Could
be shared. Call 433-2963.
NICE AND CHEAP. 2 rooms
in semi-furnished 4 bedroom
house during May and summer sessions. 3 blocks from
campus. $70.00 a month plus
utilities. Call Karen at 433-4358
or
Dave
at
433-5371.
APARTMENT FOR SUBLET
MAY-AUGUST: 1 bedroom,
air conditioned, option to lease
next fall.
'/4 mile from
campus. May's rent paid for!
Unfurnished. Call 434-5753,
ask for Mark.
ONE BLOCK FROM JMU. 2
bedroom-furnished apartment
suitable for 3, private entrance, covered patio, color
cable tv. Call after 6 pm, 4342362.
- ^ .
APARTMENT TO RENT:
May-August. Holly Court, 2
bedrooms, living room furnished. $225 per month. Call
Randy
at
433-1912.

FEMALES NEEDING OFF
CAMPUS
HOUSING.
3
bedroom apartment on N.
Hampton Ct. 1 mile from
JMU. Need a 3rd person - rent
$105 per month and utilities
split 3 ways. Call Shirley at
434-0790 before May 8, call
Shirley 948-4938 (703) after
May 8.

Wanted
WANTED: One female to
either sublet May or June thru
August or to take a years lease
beginning May or June!
Apartment is in very good
condition.
Its
an
end
apartment, 14 baths, own
bedroom.
JMU
shuttle
available.
Rent
is
approximately $120.00 per month
including utilities. No utility
deposit required.
If interested, please call 434-4982.
WANTED: FEMALES FOR
MAY TO AUGUST. OR JUNE
TO
AUGUST.
Excellent
location. 2 blocks from
campus. Partially fuftiished,
washer-dryer, 3 bedrooms.
Call 433-9490.
THREE PEOPLE NEEDED
TO SUBLET PARTIALLY
FURNISHED HOUSE for
summer (option for fall). 1
mile from campus. Price
negotiable. Call for more
information! 281 W. Market
St.
433-0689.

HOUSE MATE WANTED:
May-August. Beautiful farmhouse 8 miles from school.
$50 per month. Call 234-8317,
434-5450, or 433-6584 or write
P.O. box 2215.
WANTED: Commuters for
May or summer school from
Luray. New Market, Front
Royal. Will take riders or will
ride. Write Donna P.O. 2631 or
call
743-4653.

Servici
NEED A PLACE TO STORE
YOUR LOFT? For a $30.
charge Sigma Pi will pick up,
store, and return your loft.
For more information call
7274 or 7177.
TYPING
SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports,
etc. 17 years experience. $.80
per page. Call Mrs. Price, 8799935
TYffJfe 8ERVICES
AVAaVWLE. Call 434-6851 or «h)# by 1161 Shenandoah
Street. $.76
per
page.
MOVING? Do it in an antique
Ford! Reasonable rates on
local moving and hauling.
Student owned and operated.
Old Faithful Trucking Co. 8962761.
|

Courses
SCUBA DIVING course offered by Land-Sea Passages
begins in May providing
YMCA
and
PADI
international
certifications.
Summer dives arranged to
Florida
Keys,
offshore
wrecks, and Bimini. 433-2177
by May 1 to register.
WEEKEND HIKE
THROUGH DOLLY SODS
Wilderness Area arranged by
Land-Sea Passages May 23-24.
Tour one of the East Coast's
unique lanscapes. 433-2177 by
May
11
to
register.

Lost
LOST: .Keys on a cookie
keychain. If anyone finds
them please call 433-4452.
CREMSHIED:
Personal
Protection 6-8 foot range key
change holder. Call 433-0039
after 5:00 pm.

Personals
TO THE PLEDGES OF
SIGMA NU: Good luck with
initiation. We love you guys.
Love, Sigma Nu Little.
JUDY AND CAROL: You are
both too much for me to
handle! Good luck in the
future. THE NEW YORK
KID!!
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Maditonman
TO THK KKOTHKKS OK
SIGMA M. Happy Birthday
to all brothers who have a
birthday in April. Also,
apologies to all birthday
brothers who were neglected
during the second semester.
Good luck on exams and we'll
do better next year We love
you guys! Have a great
summer Sigma Nu Little
Sisters
DOROTHY' LENZ1, LORI
RECHIN.
TERRI
MAC.
KAREN
HUTCHERSON.
LESLIE ROBINSON. TINA
PIKE. SUSAN
WHITEHURST. You guys are
the best. Words can't express
how much we will miss you
next year. Congratulations
and good luck. Remember the
happy sign! Love. Sigma Nu
Little Sisters.
BREEZERS Bet you didn't
expect anything from Dusty,
but here it is. This has been
one of the best experiences of
my life. Spazbo you are a
gifted and talented person.
You were generous with the
editing. Fish I know you don't
like that. Remember me when
you are top dog at Newsweek.Dave Stud. You can put the
gold down with the best of
them and still maintain the
cool. You. my friend, have a
future in journalism. Donna
What can I say? Without you
there would be no job. Don't
forget to abuse those who
deserve it. Kouba You're
welcome for the look-alike
joke at the SCJ banquet. Good
luck next year. Martha If you
ever need a hug... Jeffl hope
you find someone to watch the
SGA Flip everyone else said
something You gave me my
start in this field. Thanks for
the push and encouragement
in 281 and 381. I will
remember you as the best
teacher I have ever had.Dawn
We just met today but I would
have liked to get to know you
better. You are one attractive
lady...Dusty.
WELL KIDS, the time has
come (and oh boy has my time
come) Time to give you a hard
time. Lets see. the person I
like the most, this goes to...:
YO you're a g,4.?.|.!.+.reat
Oriental. BUT, I will say this
about Size, she's one heck of. a
well I just can't say that about
a good friend. CAT SPAZ you
guys are great (just kiddin')
seriously folks hope you
become pro softball players
and good luck. DAAAVIDDD
TEEEEL!. thought I might be
easy on you. huh? I hope you
have somebody like R.
Murray
as
your
boss!
MATTSKY. you're a sorry
sucker for leawing Jimmy
Mad V.. TO THE HAWKS.
Thanks for com in KEVIN C.
AND THE DRUGEEs YOU
LIVE WITH- Keep sending
those cards and letters. Love
'em. Last, but obviously not
last EMBY. you'll always be a
pain in the rear end-Love ya
all. rich.
J. DUBIANSKY. HAPPY
MOM'S DAY!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!•
JMU: Beta Alpha Gamma is
the
ONLY
fraternity.
However, we will gladly drink
your beer and fondle your
nubile women. You're just
jealous because you don't
have a secret, invisible
fraternity. Everybody knows
who you are ROCK AND
ROLL.
THE
MASTER
BAGGER AND HIS FELLOW

'Mjftr.mm.fi ntm,
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STILL UNCERTAIN ABOUT
THE FUTURE. DON'T
WORRY, I WAS UNSURE
ABOUT MY FUTURE,
UNTIL ONE DAY

EOT GRADUATIONS
SURE ARE..,

YOU

SENIORS ARE:

"TOMORROW'S LEADERS
MANY OF YOU ARE ....

\

\
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Personals
TO ALL THE GIRLS WHO
HAVE JUMPED ON THEIR
BACK FOR ME IN THE
PAST FOUR YEARS: You
are all bags and I never want
to see you again. You've been
lied to and abused. Have a
nice
day.
BATMAN.
TO
THOSE
RAMBLIN
ALPHA GAMS. Boppin R.J.
and grits, thanx for the excellent weekend. P.S.U. was a
real kick! We'll always
remember Phi who?, the,
Crow Bar, Clifford York,
Grandma Mikula and Daddy
Frey. the valedations. and-the
pics atop the cattle. Come
next year. We're there! As for
J.M.U.,
well
F.T.S.!!
Fraternally yours. Dee Dee
and MO.
GREEK ROW BABE: I've
lived in "his" shadow for too
long now. Now that "he" is off
to be a JR excutive you must
be mine. My love is overflowing but my patience is
wearing thin. Desperately
yours,
IVAN.
SPLORF: My final words of
wisdom: don't feel, don't
think, just experience! Thank
you for thawing out my
emotions (and for sometimes
heating them up). I will
always be your friend, so you
better get used to it. I love
you, Mr. Bill.
DEEDEE AND KATIE: What
can I say. It's been a great
year.
especially
this
semester. Thanks for the
positive outlook and the
laughs, grand royale ball
"celebration," take a picture
it'll last, the family portrait,
catch him glancing your way.
etc. Hope there's a Brian in
Florida. USA.
Susan: Hope to tuck you in
again soon. See you at
Riverbend Park. Love, Dusty.
LEAN MACHINE. Welcome
back and party hearty. We
rage in O.C. Teel and Shorts
2nd floor.
RICH
MURRAY.
The
assistant sports editor of The
Breeze. Thanks! No Socks
Tony. You're the best. Imre
is a ...
BREEZERS, I leave as I
arrived (?) The best to you
all. Tricia. Be sweet as
always. You're weird (so am
I) but I luv ya. Rich. Will we
ever forget the NCAA's?
Boston! Martha. So you
thought I was a creep..
Kouba. You'll make it if I let
you. James. Country Bumpkin! C. I want to be mean but
I don't think I can. The Q's.
South River, the formal. You
made this insane job worthwhile
Remember, stay

mlimifitir

BALU, I sure am gonna miss
youl! -1 love you. Cow Eyes!
JAMES: To my favorite guy!!
Congratulations sweetie! I
know whatever happens in the
future, you'll be successful. I
miss you already. All my love,
H.E.R.
TKE: Congratulations on
winning intramural sports for
the third year in a row. Keep
up the tradition. Love, The
TKE
little
sisters.
ANNE. CHERYL. COOTER.
JENNI. AND MEL: We're
going to miss you next year!
Good luck against Liberty
Baptist. We Love You! The
Softball Team.
STUMP, it has really been a
great
spring
semester.
Seriously! Luv Ya! Midget.
Jess:
Happy
Birthday.
Love, your suitemates.
SWEETNESS: Next Thursday my favorite number is 5,
but my lucky number will
always be 7. My favorite word
is forever. Love Happy.
MARY: It's not yellow roses,
but it's a little message that
I'm thinking of you. I hope to
see you soon. The "Southern
Boy".
BREEZERS
Can't
leave
without doing this. C 52 ago I
had my doubts...WE MADE
IT AND Chicago, the Italian,
suicide punch...and those offthe-wall pro. nights made it
??????.Worthwhile. You can
have Howie...God Bless you. T
Glad we're friends....now..It
has been an . ? Experience.
Good luck with the magazine'
career. K- You are a spazface, super good friend who
kept me here all semester
because you listened and
cared, those across the desk
convos were life saving. Teel
There is only one word for you
and the language has yet to
discover it. Rich and Martha
. You make great popcorn R
you give superior backrubs.
M- Kouba isn't that bad. I'll
think of you when you're
stumbling
around
WP.
Blevins Any photo that fits or
doesn't fit....you are a PREP.
Yo NO Comment. Learn to.
drive in Washington. MATT
Make it funny. By ran I know
you want to review my
singing. Dusty You will be late
for your wedding. But you are
incredibly cute. Jeff Have
fun... remember normal is
boring. James Stay away
from me on those plane rides.
Flip You really don't know
everything. Dave I know you
think
I
am
strange...well...Alan I am
changing my hairstyle...to
look like you...HA HA. To my
special friends. We really did
it... MUCH LOVE, Sunshia*.

JULIE: I hope you have a
great summer and good luck
next
year.
LINDA.
MARGARET: Have fun in W.
V;i '
LINDA
ANGEL OF THE MORNING.
Well, "looks like the bottle's
empty. BUT once you're gone,
you CAN come back!". Good
luck after graduation. WAMS.
Ill GOERS!!! To all of you
who gave your time . . . your
smiles... I give my thanks ...
Sue C.
DEAR FAMILY ... This is to
say... " I love you" ... for all
those times. SUE SPED.
ME. YOU AND YOU: Enjoyed the times. Keep up the
singing - you're great! Good
luck on exams, from one of the
yous (alias rock thrower).
KATHY. Love ya. James.
TO ALL THE BREEZERS:
This is it guys! And to those of
you who stuck it out with us to
the end. Thanks! To those of
you who didn't Blahhhhhhhh!
Chrisspaz: I've got a lot of
confidence yi you even if you
are "beyond reproach." so
don't disappoint me. Don't
forget my complimentary
subscription either. Jeff G..
Rich. Martha. Yo Yo: You
mean you guys will be doing
this again next year? You'd
better! Mike. Bryan: Good
luck with all the extra time
you'll have on your hands next
year. Matt: The Breeze
graphics will never be the
same. Good luck in Philly. I
expect to see your art
nationally soon. Dusty: Stop
putting journalism degree
down on cover letters. Donna:
You're right, normal is
boring: and you're sure never
boring. We did it! Teebki:
Your usual flair for making
me smile has helped a lot
when things have looked bad.
Tear 'em up in O.C. I'll miss
ya lots. G.L.. K.S., J.D.. B.T..
B.H.: I love you all. Fast
Kath: You've been the bestest
and funnest and sweetest
roomie and friend. Saying
goodbye on May 9 will be
sooooo hard. We will get
together this summer. C
Weed: As Dorothy said to the
Scarecrow. "I think I'm gonna
miss you most of all." How
can I begin to touch on all the
hours we've shared both in
and out of the office. The fact
that we've become even better
friends through it all means a
great deal to me. We will go to
the DC. conference...we will
go to Va. Beach... we will get
fantastic jobs. Love you lots
and lots.
T.F.
,nDUUtO« •iimriij

DEAR BLUESTONE STAFF:
I Jiked the sigma nu rush
booklet. When does the
yearbook come out? I don't
mind sugma nu buying their
friends as long as they don't
use my money! With deepest
penetration, lori sorority.
J.V. CHEERLEADER.
looking forward to seeing you
at graduation. Be sure and
bring the fashion nut with you.
Love. Big Sis. p.s. are you
behaving yourself???
TO ALL BREEZE SENIORS:
It's been a great year and I
wish you the very best. Cindy.
Dave. Tricia. and Donna. To
all my faithful practicum
people, well. I love you guys
for always bailing me out
when I need it the most:
special thanks to Jeff and
Frank for Wednesday nightmany suds to remember this
night by. RICHARD, well
what can I say kid. I'm going
to miss you lots this summer.
Thanks for a wonderful year—
you taught me a lot about
people and myself. R.W.
you're a one of a kind and I'm
glad I've got you. Love,
Martha
Breeze folks...Thanks for a
great semester. I'm looking
forward to next year. Annie.
Happy Birthday!! I LOVE
YOU!!!!! LUV Y'ALL!! C.C.
SPAZZERS—How can I say
good-bye to a crew like ya'll?
It's hard: I love you guys to
death.
Donna—Wendelken
was right. Of all my memories
with this paper, you'll certainly be a...er. unique one.
Have a blast in D.C. Rich—I
must owe you a ton of popcorn
i as well as margaritas).
Chris—you're by far the
biggest Molson spaz of all.
Martha—well, we've certainly
shared some weird ones, with
the pair that we've acquired.
Mike. Yo Yo. Tom—again, a
group of nutty photographers.
I'll miss you! Bryansk!—"to
the one who pulled us through
in a pinch—thanks! Jeff—
you're right. I have immense
confidence in you. Besides,
you're one of the most sincerely nicest guys I know.
The-Dark-Party-Five (is that
anything like the Gang of
Four?) Ya'll honestly mean to
me what genuine friendship Is
all
about.
Koubaface—If
anyone has put up with my
abuse, it's you—but only
because you take it with
such... ? T-bag—I've probably
never had so much in common
with a friend in my life. Lucky
you—hyuk. hyuk. Thanks for
so much this year: I can't
even begin. D—I'm at a loss
and I've said it better: but it
Htltft eMtetWt --It>WM»'t. " '' • •
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omL20/20 hindsight:
semester review
• We wish the best of luck to Lynn Tipton. 1981-82 Student
Government Association president, and hope she can inspire
more student involvement in decision making here. We strongly
advise her against writing letters to the General Assembly
representing the SGA without first consulting the senate.
, This semester has seen a lot of growth for Greeks. We're sorry.
We oppose the front-end budgeting status given to the InterFraternity Council and Panhelleiyc Council and applaud the
Executive Council's veto of those budgets.
If new Greek housing is built across Interstate 81, Greek Row
should be opened to independents or clubs, not used to colonize
new fraternities or sororities. We cringe at Dean of Students Lacy
Daniels' endorsement of Greeks: "I would like to see more Greek
groups be instituted here." The administration should not endorse
particular lifestyles.
• We recently blasted the proposed Bluestone publication board
for a policy that might control editors' decisions about
photographs and articles printed. We still believe in students'
right to free press, but upon seeing this year's book we admit that
something has to be done.
'
•Again, we commend the groups offering escort services and
encourage women to use them. Again, we contend that JMU and
Harrisonburg are not as isolated from city problems as they are
from large cities.
• Virginia National Bank will be in the Warren University Union
(soon to be the Warren Campus Center) basement next year,
despite high minimum balances for free checking and a $1 charge
for non-customers to cash checks.
Our first solution to the problem was for non-customers to start
a $10 VNB savings account and keep their checking at home. Ten
dollar checks can be cashed against this account at no charge.
• Continental Telephone Co. is charging students $26 to hook up
an outside telephone line, which will not have much impact until
fall semester. We do not need to encourage an organized boycott
of the company—student's money supply will demand that fewer
sign on as customers.
• Plans for sorely needed campus birth control services are
underway, and we thank all those who have helped toward this:
the SGA, those who voted in the referendum and administrators.
(Ourselves, too.)
• NOTES. Congratulations to the Dukes on their NCAA debut—
and the $90,000 isn't so bad. either...We don't like the likelihood of
a housing lottery next year but have no alternate solution...The
Counseling and Student Development Center needs to cut
programs like SuperPerson week, not counseling services...Spring Fling was great (so was 101 Dalmations) ..happy
summer and good luck, graduates...

Quoteg of note
This year has shown increased crowding at JMU. and initial
reactions to it indicate that the school's academic character is
going to change
• William Hanlon. dean of business, describes business classes as
having students "in the aisles and elbow to elbow."
•JMU president Ronald Carrier responding to the withdrawal of
Gina Graff, a sophomore who could not get any major or general
studies classes fall semester: "we have a few more (students)
than we probably should have."
•Dr. Rex Fuller, head of the communication arts department
reacted to communication arts major Graffs withdrawal by
saying. "Students who do not know how to exist in the system ,
don't belong here at college."
• Dr. Thomas Stanton. vice president of academic affairs, said
after a study on alleviating academic crowding, "One possible
outcome < of the study) is that if you are not a serious student JMU
may not be the place for you."
Since the state is preventing academic expansion at JMU. we
feel the university-college system is the best solution to overcrowding. Crowded programs would accept the best qualified
sophomores into a major and would close upper level courses to
others.
All students would have a chance to earn entrance into a major.
Blindly rejecting students by their desired major, as JMU did in
December to transfer applicants wanting business or communication arts majors, is an unfair solution.

-ami

Preview was not too violent
By SYLVIA MALL
A recent letter to the editor expressed
concern over the preview of the R-rated movie
Dressed to Kill shown before Walt Disney's Grated 101 Dalmations. The letter (The Breeze,
April 28) consisted of cutting, blatant condemnations of the University Publications
Board for its "incredible stupidity" in showing
the piece.
To begin with, the decision to run the
preview was made by one member of the UPB,
Movie Committee Chairman Bob Gillis. Gillis
admits that it was an oversight on his part, and
if he had to do it over again, he probably
wouldn't run the preview. But, the author of
the letter was quick to criticize the performance of the entire UPB on the basis of
what was, for the most part, an insignificant
mistake.
Since all previews the UPB airs are clips
that have been approved for general audience
viewing, it is the writer of the letter and not the
UPB who is in the wrong.
The clip that was shown contained a dialogue
with sexual implications and a scene in which a
killer is preparing to cut up a victim. No ob-'
scene language was used, and Gillis says no
blood was shown. The way the clip was
described in the letter made it sound extremely gory.
The description of the preview wasn't the
only part of the letter that was exaggerated
The writer was surprisingly vicious in his
statements against the UPB—surprising in
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that they seem a bit strong for someone so
opposed to violence.
Also, it is ironic to find someone so concerned about showing children realistic scenes
of violence, yet who has no opposition to
showing children animated versions of the
same type of violence. The latter could prove
to be much more harmful. At least in a
realistic version a child would bo faced with
the true results of a violent act, whereas in an
animated verson the victims are shown to be
invincible to anything.
If the author of the letter feels the necessity
to scrutinize the material viewed by children,
perhaps he should begin with the plot of 101
Dalmations. The story centers around a witchlike character attempting to capture 15 puppies to skin them for a fur coat I'm sure if the
writer would stop for a moment of recall, he
would remember numerous scenes of violence
in the G-rated film.
Furthermore, I would like to remind the
author that the purpose of the UPB is to
provide entertainment for the students of the
JMU campus. Providing movies to the general
audience at a reduced or non-existent cost is an
additional.courtesy. It is understandable that
an organization accustomed to catering to an
older audience would overlook such a minor
detail.
The person responsible for the airing of the
preview had admitted a little more discretion
might have been used, but making an issue of
the showing only served to exaggerate its
content and bring it to public attention.
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Readers' Forum
Some security loiter on job, another acts harshly
'We heard him yelling' ,

'This happens all the time'
To the editor:
As we all unfortunately
know, our campus has been
hit by some maniac or
maniacs who are chasing and
assulting the women of JMU.
A lot has been said about
preventive measures.
including the use of the escort
services and walking with
friends at night
I encourage all women who
live off campus to walk with
someone at all times I hope
that women who walk the
tracks
or
use
obscure
facilities such as the tennis
courts across 81 and "Z" lot
for parking will do the same.
However, this is not why I
have written this. I would like
to let all you readers know
that on too many occasions. I
see those cadets of our watching television, snacking. or
just plain sitting on their tails.
(I did not realize that was

what they were getting paid
fori. I'm sure that many of
vou have seen the same thing
I observed one team enter
the Health Center on Sunday
evening at 7:34 p.m. One of
them had some coffee, and
they both
watched the
television until 7:56, The sad
thing is that this happens all
the time. (You see. 1 work
there as an orderly).
I will admit that I have seen
a little more walking and less
sitting since the attacks, but
I'm sure you can still see the
cadets reading the paper at
the Union, munching at Dukes
or relaxing in front of the
nearest television.
I've done my part—I've
made a public gripe. I've also
called security to express my
concerns. Now it is your turn
I encourage all of you to call
the security office and gripe,
ask questions or whatever else

To the editor:
The following is a copy of a
letter sent to Alan MacNutt.
director
of
safety
and
security. Names have been
left out at the request of the
writer.

turns you on. Insist that the
cadets be outside on patrol
and visible. I especially beg
you women. After all, as
horrible as it may seem, you
could be the next victim.
David Sharland
Editor's note: Alan MacNull, director of safety and
security, responds that cadets
have been disciplined for such
actions in the past: no reports
have reached him recently.
He adds that cadets have a 15minute break in every fourhour block.

Fund raisers receive little UPB help
To the editor:
Last weekend we had a
benefit for the American
Cancer Society in front of the
Warren University Union. Our
goals were twofold: one, to
raise money for this more
than worthy organization and
two. to fulfill the requirments
for a communication class by
promoting a social action
campaign.
In order to pull off such an
activity it was necessary for
us to come in contact with and
receive
permission
from
various
James
Madison
University officials. For the
most part they were less than

helpful. We were not asking
for their donations or their
time. We merely wanted
permission
We were shuffled back and
forth from the UPB office to
the Student Activities office. It
had seemed to us that one
office was pawning us off to
the other, until finally, we
were able to secure some kind
of results. Twice we were
misled about the time and
place we could hold our event,
and. twice we were told not to
involve the outside community.
The last straw came when
the UPB refused to grant us
permission to use the speaker

Remember
when?
Change, expansion, and progress are what we all have
experienced here at JMU and yet all three have replaced
memories.
Do you remember...
when your acceptance letter read Madison College?
the freshman orientation barbecue under the trees and
awnings which is now a construction site?
when you used to give a number at your designated
entrance to get into D-Hall?
when Madison washed your towels and sheets for you?
when JMU played Division III football?
when Greek row was off-campus or in Eagle dorm?
movies at Wilson Hall?
playing frisbee on the lawn where the education
building stands.?
wondering if you would make it to the top of the rickety
green steps from Godwin?
laying out in the sun across 1-81?
when Hoffman dorm was all girls?
when J-lot was a field?
when the pedestrian walkway was a thoroughfare?
when Dukes Grill was packed on Thursday nights?
traying down Rockingham's Hill without dodging a
mobile dorm?
When we return to JMU in the future, what else will we
need to remember?
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system
we
desperately
needed Who does this system
belong to anyway? We ended
up pulling from our proceeds
to rent a system from Ace
Electronics,
who
did
recognize our cause and gave
as a cut rate.
Despite the bureaucracy we
encountered along the way,
our benefit did come off and
we were able to raise some
money for the American
Cancer Society. However in
retrospect, upon reviewing
the attitudes of the officials we
encountered, it is our contention
that
we
were
discriminated against. Had
we been a sorority or
fraternity, rather than three
independents, we feel we
would not have received the
less-than-enthusiastic attitude
we did.
Mary
Grace
Whalen
Kathryn
Kotapish
Jeff Frazier
Editor's note: John Underhill,
chairman of the UPB coffeehouse committee, responds
that UPB personnel are
required to run the speaker
system for any group. He says
scheduling was tight thatweekend and no one was
available.

I am very concerned about a
recent incident that took place
between a security officer and
a student. I realize that you
are a busy man. especially in
light of recent serious rape
attempts, but I hope you will
find time to give it attention.
Let me first state that I have
the greatest respect for the
JMU security force and appreciate
the
awesome
responsibility of maintaining
order on a campus of this size
But there has been a
questionable action by a
security officer toward a
student that has had some
rather disturbing side effects.
The action involves a ticket
issued on April 24 to a Miss B
My involvement in this
situation is as a witness and as
Miss B's fiancee.
Miss B was on Patterson
Street attempting to make a
left turn into O-lot behind
Shenandoah Apartments. As
she was making the turn, she
saw the officer's vehicle
approaching. Both vehicles
came to a complete stop. The
officer then motioned for Miss
B to continue her turn and
shouted for her to stop once off
the road.
At this time, my roommate,
my mother and myself were
seated in my dorm room,
which overlooks O-lot. We saw
Miss B stop on the access
street behind the dorm with
the security car behind her.
With the windows of our
room shut and the officer
facing the opposite direction,
we heard him yelling at Miss
B. Although his words were
unclear to us. it was evident
that he was being harsh.
I later learned he shouted
the following to Miss B:
l)"You can kill innocent
people driving like that. What
do you think you were doing?"
2)"You are very irresponsible." 3)"Your driving is a
public menace."
Miss B is 23 years old and
has driven since age 16
without a single traffic
violation. She is anything but

irresponsible, maintaining a
3.8 cumulative average in
graduate school
Miss B was visibly shaken
by this treatment and was
nervously ill for the better
part of the weekend. She has
been reluctant to proceed with
many of her normal activities
because of an unfair guilt trip
laid on her.
I was truly embarrassed
having my mother witness
such a brazen outburst on the
part of an
empowered
university agent. She was
shocked to the point of
questioning the validity of our
security force as a protective
entity
It has been in the past (and
will remain in the future) my
opinion that it is of paramount
importance that we adhere to
and respect the law as well as
those empowered to enforce
it. Yet I am also convinced
that authority is a result of
dictated
power,
whereas
respect is something that
must be earned I have a very
real concern that the officer
has not acted with discernment and question the value of
any respect that comes from
such blatant abuse of power.
I am reminded of another
incident I bore witness to on
March 26 in which a campus
police officer struck and injured a cyclist as he was
making a left turn from Main
Street onto Duke's Drive. Did
the officer in question write
himself a ticket, or did he
make a silent vow to drive
with more caution in the
future? In a more reasonable
perspective, how valid are the
damaging accusations which
were so freely espoused to
Miss B?
I hope you will receive this
information in the light in
which it is intended. At the
very least, I would hope that
the officer would be made
aware of the consequences his
actions have in the community he serves.
John Sherman
Editor's note: Alan MacNutt
responds that the incident of
the letter is being investigated. He says the state
police investigated the March
26 accident and found the
cyclist to be at fault. No
charges were brought in that
incident.
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Mr. Walter Lance, we will miss you*

To the editor:
that which he believed in. I
I will miss his friendly
One of the persons I have
knew him as a supervisor, but
chats, his counsel and his
learned to hold in high esteem
I found in him much more. He
guidance—I will miss his wit,
and respect is going to retire.
has a warm heart and in our
his smile, and his down-toHe was one of the first persons
conversations from time to
earth way of doing things. I
time he would express a
I met when I came to James
see him as a real friend who
concern for me and an interest
Madison University five years
knows what life is all about,
in how things were going with
ago.
and took time out of a busy life
We often talked about many
me.
to be my friend
things. I saw something of his
He loved his work because
Mr: Waiter ivance. we will
devotion and love for his
he loved people He had the
family.
I
discovered
courage to tell it like it was
miss you.
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Don't ask about jobs - worries are on hold
By TR1CIA FISCHETTI
I've gotten to the point where if one
more person asks me "So, have you
got a job yet?" I'll scream. Scream
outwardly. I mean, because I've been
screaming inside for several weeks
now.
I don't know why the question upsets me so much. It's a logical conversation starter and usually is asked
innocently enough. Maybe I'm
resentful. Or maybe I'm just envious
of other seniors who have more
"practical" majors than mine. They
land impressive-sounding computer
and accounting jobs, while I keep
plugging out cover letters and mailing
my resumes and magazine and
newspaper clippngs all over the
country. I've been at it since January.

Not that I'd change places with
them. It's just that I'm worried;
graduation is looming ahead and so is
unemployment. For the first time
since I was 16. I don't have a job set
for the summer. Not the regular puton-a-uniform-punch-the-time-clock
job I've had before, anyway.
Instead. I find myself faced with the
biggest job I've ever had—the task of
finding myself a job. a real job. the
one I've been aiming for all these
years. And this job-finding job

So many things left to do
requires luil-time hours and full-time
attention
As my college career wanes,
though. I'm finding it more and more
difficult to give my "job" job the full
attention it requires. Just last week. I
was still dashing to my typewriter to
respond to any promising want ad for
a magazine editorial assistant.
feature writer, reporter or whatever,
undaunted by the non replies or the
rejection letters I've received.
But tnis week, the last week of
classes, things seem different. I'm not
less ambitious, maybe I'm more so,
but I would like to put all my worries
about the future on hold for a while.
Somehow I feel as if I should be
cramming all those little things I've
meant for four years—or things I just
want to do again, maybe for the last
time—into less than two lousy weeks
here.
•There's that last play I want to
see. When else will I be able to see
such fine drama for such a low ticket
price?
• There's that planetarium show I
don't want to miss In four years, I've
only been to one.

By DONNA SI/EMORE

Magic
of
memories

\

It is almost all over but the Pomp and
Circumstance. ;B
Years ahead loom like mirrors that
have no reflection.
I look back'and wonder where it all
went: the quiet talks on the hill, beer in
Dukes, Shenandoah Valley sunsets,
sounds of it Feels So Good" from the
Royal Marching Dukes, food fights in
the dining hall, pressed corsages from
fraternity
formats.
all-nighters,
splashes in Blue Hole and the magic of
memoriesS
College was supposed to teach me to
tangle with life's webs that are so
discreetly and surprisingly fashioned.
If I could do it all again I'd...probably
do it the same (at least I'm honest).
TIME PASSES so quickly, and it
takes milestones like graduation to
make us realize its fleeting.
Could it be only four years ago that it
all began? Arriving at JMU scared me
to death I was filled with anticipation
and dreams—that's what it was all
about four years ago.
And today it's
really no different?*1
What used to be the hassle of finding
a good class schedule now is the anxiety
of finding a good job and a reasonablypriced apartment.

• There's that band at the Elbow
Room I want to hear play one more
time
• There's that last trip to Spanky's
for bagels and cream cheese I want to
make
• There's the hill outside the WUU
that I want to stretch out on one more
time
•There's that swim at Blue Hole I
want to take.
• There's that "night out with just
the girls' that five friends and I
have planned and can't put off
much longer
• There s all those photographs of
JMU faces and
ces I still want to
shoot
• There's tha; atree on the quad I
want to sit und
• There's t
st 3 a.m. fried egg
breakfast atC
I want to eat.
• There's th favorite spot behind
Hoffman wheral want to lay out in the
• There's that dinner out that my
roommate and 1 have been promising
each other all semester.
• There's that game of racquetball
f promised myself I'd win.
•There's those newspaper advisors

Remember the first day of college
when you didn't know anyone, couldn't
find the dining hall and had never heard
of backgammon?
Remember the feeling of loneliness
when your P.O. box was empty and of
the excitement of awaiting the Valley's
first snowfall? Graduation is a mixture
of the two—adulthood's leap and
childhood's fading.
It was only four years ago. yesterday
and a lifetime. Too soon our tomorrows
become our yesterdays.
LOOKING BACK makes me wonder
There is a great deal of beauty,
knowledge and happiness at our
disposal. But too often we dispose of it
instead of savoring it- -time passes so
quickly.
Now I wish I had taken the time to
attend the concerts that I always was
too busy to enjoy, taken the the Sunday
afternoon drive into the Valley, and
gone out Thursday and socialized in
stead of cramming for some Biology

test.

■

Don't we seniors wish wehad chased
our dreams, instead of merely
dreaming them.
These memories are magic, tragic
and permanent. A phrase often found

I want to thank for all their time anu
advice and good humor.
• There's that last movie I want to
see in Grafton-Stovall.
• There's that editorial I promised
my editorial editor I would write.
But now I'm in Wine-Price
basement in The Breeze office, where
I've spent most of my senior year.
This place has become more familiar
to me than my dorm room, and the
faces and friendships here will always
be with me. You really get to know
people when you work with them at all
..hours under the most stressful circumstances.
A few birds are waking outside and
are beginning their morning song, but
the campus is still shrouded in
darkness. Anyone with any sense is in
bed. but we have this last issue of the
year to put out.
When all the pages are neatly
stacked and ready for the printer,
we'll walk home, marveling, as usual,
at all the lights left on in the library
and Wilson Hall. Then I'll get some
sleep Maybe tomorrow I'll get to that
studying I've been neglecting, or
maybe I'll get to those Sunday want
ads and send out a few more resumes.
And maybe I won't.
No, I haven't gotten a job yet.

on graduation cards reads. "The
moment may be temporary, but the
memory lasts forever." That may not
seem important now. but in the years to
come its value is immeasurable.
AT TIMES I have wondered if
journalism is worthwhile. Putting
together a newspaper is not only a job;
it is a demanding, frustrating and
rewarding challenge. When I leave
here, it is easy to believe that all that
will remain is my by-line in filed issues.
Yet I know this is false. The most
important things that we do can't be
held in our hands. The sense of
satisfaction that I and my co-workers
can meet deadlines twice a week and
still remain good friends has a lasting
impact. For every person whom I have
made smile—that sense of achievement
never fades.
Every college student should be
required to write a repertoire of their
college experierence; "How to cope
with life in 1.160 painless lessons."
Goodbyes are a social function
sanctioned by a society that has little
insight.
It's almost all over but the Pomp and
Circumstance. Now it's time to move
on.

j

Eight days till graduation: i can't say I'm ready'
By CINDY ELMORE
I'm scared.
It is eight days before my
graduation from college, and in so
many ways I can't say I'm ready.
I was sitting in a political science
class one day last week when I
overheard a conversation that told
one reason I'm not anxious to leave
JMU.
One guy said to another. "Well,
what are you doing this summer?
You're out in May, aren't you?"
The other answered, "I could be; "I
have enough credits. But I'll be back
next year at least until December. I'm
having too much fun here. Besides,
my parents pay my tuition."
He was right. It is fun, and although
it's a pessimistic thing to say, I just
don't know if day-in-and-day-out the
rest of life can be as much fun. It
certainly can't be as easy.
And after 14 consecutive years of
paying tuition bills, my parents would
not be pleased if I asked for'another
year of school because "it is fun."
I couldn't see myself returning,
anyway.. Leaving may scare me, but >
the thought of >penaaining bores me.

One of the biggest psychological
advantages of school is the security i<
offers. That's why I think many
people go to graduate school: it defers
going out and looking for a job. The
only real things to decide here are
how
much
time
to
spend
academically, what to do with your
time socially, and how to use four
months each summer. The rest is
easy.
Actually, I probably shouldn't even
be here, much less complain. I didn't
get into JMU the first time I applied
In 1977, I knew of males with lower
high school grades and SAT
who were accepted while some
seemingly better-qualified females
were denied admittance. I was bitter.
All my friends were being accepted
into colleges, and then-Madison
College put me on its waiting list. I
cried, and my dad wrote a letter to Dr.
Carrier. A week later, I was in.
Whenever I wonder whether or not
college has changed me, I think about
Mary. Mary was my best friend from
ages 12 to about 17.1 probably learned
»nd experienced more about life in
general with this girl than I have with

anyone outside of my family. We
May 9 will be so anticlimactic. It's
shared absolutely everything; I could
like asking. "What's next?" and
talk to her about anything in the
hearing no answer.
world.
I think I took advantage of a lot of
Although Mary is still my friend,
opportunities here, but not nearly as
and I see her whenever I'm home, we
many as I could have. I never went to
have little in common. Our entire
a soccer game, swam at Blue Hole or
concepts of ambition and of what is
sat in on a Thursday night cofimportant to each of us have changed.
feehouse. I never joined a service club
I'm graduating from college; Mary
or saw the modern dance ensemble.
is not.
I've been in the Sawhill Gallery
For four years she has talked about
maybe twice in four years and have
her jobs, about living at home and
yet to see any part of the new
about a social life with the friends she
Education Building besides the first
^_e never held a
floor main corridor. I hear the
imer months,
building is pretty nice.
not been home^or more than a
I don't mean to sound bitter about
two-week period in the last two years
my college experience. I know I'll get
and can walk down the hall of my
a job—I just don't know where or
dorm any weeknight to see my
when. And once employed and out of
friends.
JMU I realize I will change even more
Perhaps college or the lack thereof
than the years in Harrisonburg have
changed us. Perhaps time did.
changed me. I know, too, that in time I
Recent studies have shown that
won't regret the things I did not do as
most students go to college not to get
a student here. I'll be grateful for the
an education, but to give them access,
things that I did, and probably brag to
to jobs they otherwise could not get. I
my grandchildren about them. But I
don't have a job yet, nor do most of
will miss it and forithe fnomeat, I'm
my friends, and we're starting to get a
■»—«■«*
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ance Duo America
Two students plan tour
to perform, teach dance
By BARBARA TO TO
Rudj Petke and Diane Firesheets
have planned an eight month tour of
Europe beginning in August Hut
theirs will not be a usual sightseeing
trip
The two .lames Madison University
students are touring Europe as a
dance team called Dance Duo
America as part of a cultural exchange program
Petke. a senior here.
got the
original idea for the dance company
when he was doing research in
England last summer for his honors
project.
which
combines
anthropology and dance He researched
traditional English dance as well and
taught workshops and performed
demonstrations of American dance
"I kept getting invitatioas to come
back and bring other people with me.
'to show them the types of dance we
do." Petke said Back at JMU in the
fall, bediscussed the idea of returning
to Europe with Diane Firesheets. a
JMl' junior with whom he had been
dancing for three years With Dance
Duo America, they decided to commit
themselves to the European cultural
exchange program which will continue through late March 1982
Dance Duo America will perform
traditional.
popular
and
contemporary styles of American dance
in countries such as England. Germany. France, the Netherlands.
Sweden. Switzerland Austria and

Hungary The pan plans to travel
through these countries by rail and to
lodge with families, in cooperation
with SERVAS. an international
organization that finds foreign
visitors a place to stay with native
families.
ON APRIL 24. Petke and membm
of the JMU dance theatre presented
"A concert of English and American
dance" at Godwin Hall, and Dance
Duo America performed one segment
of the program, a contemporary
version of mountain dancing called
"Exhibition Clogging".
Dance Duo America is seeking
spoasorship
through
businesses,
organizations and individuals and is
spoasored in part by the Shenandoah
Valley Folklore Society, a non-profit
organization.
Petke and Firesheets will perform
in the Shenandoah Valley's Poultry
Parade held May 16 and will also
appear at Valley Mall on July 4

X.

RUDY PETKE and Diane
Firesheets rehearse (above and left
top and bottom) for their eight month
tour of Europe which begins in
August. Billed as Dance Duo
America, the two JMl' students will
demonstrate and teach various forms

of American dance as part of a
cultural exchange program. The pair
will travel through England, Germany. France, th Netherlands.
Sweden. Switzerland. Austria and
Hungary,.

Minority program group
cited as biggest change
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By SANDE SNEAD
Looking back on a year
as University Program
Board Chairman. Debbie
Erwin said the biggest
UPB change this year was
the addition of the Minority
Programming committee.
This committee was
started on a trial basis last
fall.
"It was hard to evaluate
the board because we
really didn't know what to
expect of the committee.
But overall it has been very
successful and I'm sure it
will remain a permanent
part of the board." Erwin
said.
She added that the
group's most successful
event sponsored this year
was. without a doubt, the
Pat Benatar concert.
"The Benatar concert
was the best by far and that
includes Godwin shows,"
Erwin noted. "Although
Jimmy Buffet was our first
highly successful concert
of the year, it wasn't sold
out. whereas the Benatar
concert obviously was sold
out."
Erwin added that she
still wishes that the concert
could have been held at
Godwin Hall.
ON THE other hand,
Erwin cited the Oak Ridge
Boys as the least popular

concert of the year, which
she said was unfortunate,
adding. "We saw Oak at
the National Convention
and they were great They
played music that was like
the music by Styx so we
booked them and ended up
not being able to give the
tickets away."
The only concerts that
seem to sell at JMU are the
big name bands, Erwin
noted. "I think Oak was a
talented group but nobody
wanted to give them a
chance."
she
said.
Erwin said that when she
entered
her
present
position her biggest goal
was to continue the
relatively smooth
operation of events while
keeping
open
communication between
members of the executive
council.
"I think communication
is essential
for any
organization
and
we
definitely had good communication within our
group,"
she
said.
"Everybody had a good
time but that was because
they knew when to work
and when to play and
everyone fulfilled their
responsibilities."
Erwin said her only
regret about her year in
office was that there was
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DEBBIE ERWIN
not another major concert
in the spring.
"OAK RIDGE Boys was
fun but more oriented
towards the town than the
students." she continued
Erwin's successor, Steve
Doyle, has been acting as
president for about a
month
Erwin will graduate with
a political science major in
May and plans to attend
graduate school at the
University
of
South
Carolina. She hopes to get a
graduate assistantship in
the programming office
there and later pursue a
career
in
university
programming

